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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 22, 2006 10:24 pm    Post subject: Shop vac modifications  

Good day  
 
I have a home vac that I'm using as a shop vac. The problem is that first, it's getting full very quickly and 

second, the original build-in filters are clogging very quickly.  
 
I would like to share with you the modifications that I made to overcome those problems.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 8:58 am; edited 2 times in total
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Philly 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 24 Nov 2003 
Posts: 5236 
Location: Dorset, England. 

Posted: Fri Jun 23, 2006 6:05 am    Post subject:  

Looks good, Niki!  

Guess you won't need to empty that one for a while   

Philly  

_________________ 

Don't forget my Blog!

Back to top
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Jorden 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 11 Jan 2005 
Posts: 279 
Location: Leicestershire 

Posted: Fri Jun 23, 2006 2:58 pm    Post subject:  

Now that is an idea I like - thinking about swapping the plastic bag on my Record dustX for a solid container   
 
Dennis

Back to top
  
  

Barry Burgess 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 830 
Location: Camberley 

Posted: Fri Jun 23, 2006 3:26 pm    Post subject:  

Nikki your filter will block up quit quickly. I think you will get better results if you use a sinle pipe out of the drum 

to the vacuum. This is the one that I got the best results from  
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Barry

Back to top    

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 23, 2006 3:34 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for your comments  
 
It’s a 100 liters barrel and the good thing is that it can “eat” everything (even gravel) without any effect on the 

two build-in filters (my wife is using it to clean her garden, the car etc).  
 
After some experience, I decided to use two layers of those “filters” to have better pre-filtration.  
 
niki

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 23, 2006 3:24 pm    Post subject: Drill Stand modification  

Good day  
 
I’m sure that almost everybody has something like this drill stand.  
 
Sometimes the plates are too big to hold them for drilling in the drill press.  

Instead of bringing the plate to the drill, I’m bringing the drill to the plate.  

All the rest is on the pictures.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 9:21 am; edited 1 time in total
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 10:46 am    Post subject: Drill stand Mods.  

Hi Niki,  

Nice idea, I recently binned my B&D drill stand (Not accurate) but wish I'd keept it just for the odd time when 

your idea might be the only solution.  
 
Better stert looking for a cheap one at the boot fairs 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 3:03 pm    Post subject: Drill press table improvement  

Good day  
 
I got tired to measure the fence/drill centre so I made this improvement.  
 
Hope you find it helpful  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Bean 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2004 
Posts: 1462 
Location: scouting about 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 8:47 pm    Post subject:  

Niki Nice one 

_________________ 

Bean  
 
Whoooppsssss

Back to top
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 9:01 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  

First welcome to the forum   

Second I had better warn you if you keep on posting modifications to the drill press you'll become this 

boards resident 'expert' - Then you'll have to answer all the 'drill press' questions   
 
Do you do woodwork for a living or as a hobby  

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 9:34 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for the warm comments  
 
Losos  

Woodworking is my hobby.  

Did I say hobby? Well, madness is more correct.  

Thanks for the other reply as well.  
 
niki
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 10:43 am    Post subject: Screw cramps  

Good day  
 
Very old idea, I just did it my way.  

You can make to fit your requirements, shorter or longer jaws.  

I used M8 threaded rod cut to my dimensions.  
 
After tightening the butterfly nut (wing nut), if I need higher pressure I use the wrench.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jun 25, 2006 10:25 pm    Post subject: Sanding blocks  

Good day  
 
Some ideas on sanding blocks.  

The 4th pic; I bought a few of them only for the clams(cramps)  
 
niki  
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Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 12:11 pm    Post subject:  

I like the idea of using the belt Niki. Usually the belts have superior abrasive paper that lasts much longer 

than normal sandpaper in my experience.  
 
have you tried the newish 3M papers yet (purple, beige and green grits) - they cut really well and last for ages 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 4:05 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Tony  
 
Because of superior quality of the belts, I made this block.  
 
No, I did not try the new 3M. For the time being I have a big stock of belts and sanding papers from Japan that 

I have to finish.  
 
niki
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:40 am    Post subject: Hold down clamps  

Good day  
 
Take a clamp, remove the fixed jaw, weld an angle iron, make two holes and screw it on whatever you want.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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George_N 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 13 May 2005 
Posts: 750 
Location: Roslin 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 12:57 pm    Post subject:  

Another useful tip Niki. I wish I had a basic welder (and the skill to use it). 

_________________ 

cheers  
 
George

Back to top
 
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 4:14 pm    Post subject:  

good excuse for buying the cheap clamps at your local lidl/aldi.  

and getting your mate the mechanic/ body shop guy to  

weld them up for you for the price of a drink.   
 
this guy niki is good, and his ideas just go to show that if it is  

not available, you can make it.  
 
unfortunately we often don't bother to think about making any more,  

too much available from stock here.    
 
paul 

Back to top
 
  

Mcluma 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Feb 2005 
Posts: 705 
Location: West Sussex 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 6:44 pm    Post subject:  

I really like that idea  

_________________ 

Everything can be achieved if you put your mind to it

Back to top
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Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 9:49 pm    Post subject:  

engineer one wrote:

 
 
unfortunately we often don't bother to think about making any more,  
too much available from stock here.    
 
paul 

 
Some of us still do   

Great idea niki  

Where in Poland are you as I am hopeing to go there next year it visit some of my in laws ( wifes family are 

polish )  

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:24 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you all for the kind replies  
 
Engineer one  

Thanks for the compliment.  

As an amateur, the availability is not the main problem (although in Poland it still is), I want to buy all the tools that 

I need or want, but what do you answer to my wife which is telling me "If you will buy everything, maybe, 

it's cheaper to buy the furniture, (and she is correct in a way).  

I have all the time in the world to make jigs and fixtures (no delivery date), and I love it. Of course, if I 

was professional the story would look different.  
 
Colin C  

I live in Garwolin (Garvolin), some 60 km south of Warsaw (Varshava).  
 
Thanks again  

niki
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Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:35 pm    Post subject:  

I think my wife has some family near warsaw but dont hold me to that and I am starting to learn polish so I 

know about w's sounding like v's but thanks any way   

Ps Your english is much much better than my polish  , I have ownly been practising off and on for 12 years   .  

I have to start to do better  

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
  
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:42 pm    Post subject:  

colin, and we all thought you were a restorer, so your polish  

should be good enough by now.  
     

 
paul 

Back to top
 
  

Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:50 pm    Post subject:  

engineer one wrote:

colin, and we all thought you were a restorer, so your polish  
should be good enough by now.  

     
 
paul 

 
Paul as I well know now you just cant help your self can you   

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
  
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:55 pm    Post subject:  

one of the joys of old age     
 
paul 
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 11:34 pm    Post subject:  

Colin  

I hope that your teeth are ok, no teeth no polish, you know...  

Somebody told me, that the one that invented the Polish hated people, otherwise, nobody can understand why 

you have to connect 4 consonants in a roll without one vowel in between and all of them are pronounced with 

the teeth. Any way DOZOBACHENIYA.  
 
Paul  

My Polish is still very bad and I'm here already 2 years, that's not a language, that's a catastrophe, not to 

mention the grammar.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:37 am    Post subject:  

niki  

I do know what you mean but I will not be say that to my mother-in law as she lives here  ( she and her 

family that I have seen, say my pronousaion is very good. its is start  ), I just have to try and remember what 

I am tought   

DOZOBACHENIYA ( see you later, for all of you that dont speak polish, Paul leave it:roll: ). 

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 27, 2006 10:37 pm    Post subject: For amateurs only  

Good day  
 
If you are professional, probably you have one of those "Guide rail", but if you are amateur like me...  
 
The circular saw guide is very old "patent", so what's new.  
 
I used "floor panels", slippery and strong (15 years guaranty), they come in lengths of 1280 mm or 2500 mm, I 

used the 1280 mm and 8 mm thickness.  
 
Another improvement, that can work also with the "Guide rail" (I think), is using of knives for measuring 

and positioning to give maximum accuracy.  
 
And the rest is on the pictures.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 4:19 pm; edited 1 time in total
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:07 am    Post subject:  

Niki, interesting post, although this type of operation is not needed by me because I use the Triton workcentre 

and have the large extension.  
 
But the reason for posting is because I notice you are using those black quick action clamps. I also have a set of 

this brand and mine broke down rather easily, however if you take the mechanism apart and replace the plastic 

lug that easily breaks and replace it with a M5 or 6 nut and bolt the clamps are a very good buy for the price in 

those penny bazaars.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:33 am    Post subject:  

Devonwoody  
 
I was smiling to myself while reading your post, because I did exactly what you described.  
 
I have another tip; sometimes when you are tightening the clamp it slides back and the grip in very weak. Grind 

the narrow sides with #40 it will make it "Iron grip".  
 
I'm going to post it with pictures.  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Mr_Grimsdale 
BANNED 
 
 
Joined: 05 May 2006 
Posts: 1118 
 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:39 am    Post subject:  

You must enter a message when posting 

 
Last edited by Mr_Grimsdale on Tue Aug 14, 2007 9:41 am; edited 1 time in total
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filsgreen 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 21 Feb 2006 
Posts: 165 
Location: Jersey 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:42 am    Post subject:  

Niki, thanks a lot for the illustrated tip. I need to see a picture before I understand things   
 
Phil
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:48 am    Post subject: Cheap "Grip-it" clamp repair and improvement  

Good day  
 
I bought those cheap grip clamps. After some time I noticed that they are not "gripping" but sliding back. 

Another problem was, the handle pin housing breaking.  
 
For the pin housing, I drilled hole and replaced the pin with screw washers and nut.  
 
I solved the sliding problem by grinding the narrow sides with # 40 to make them rough.  
 
It was such a good repair, that I made it on all my grip clamps, even the good ones.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 5:03 pm; edited 1 time in total
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OPJ 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 31 Jul 2005 
Posts: 507 
Location: North Somerset, 
Bristol, England 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 7:05 pm    Post subject:  

I bought a couple of these clamps a while ago and broke them within the same day!   
 
I intend to do the same as you some time. If you've got spare nuts, washers and bolts around, it certainly makes 

a great saving as opposed to spending £15+ each on the Record clamps. 

_________________ 

Save the Chairmaker, save the world!  
 
Olly.

Back to top     
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Saw blade and router bit height guage 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 8:28 pm    Post subject: Saw blade and router bit height guage  

Good day  
 
Only one note; when you are measuring the saw blade height, rotate the blade backward a few teeth to get 

the highest point reading.  
 
Thanks for the nice and positive replies on the other posts.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 6:13 pm; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
 
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 8:56 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Another neat idea - Do you need the magnifying glass  Could save the big ballast at the back if not needed. 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 28, 2006 9:28 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Losos  
 
The magnifying glass is the main point here.  
 
At the age of 61 (next month), well, yes I need some help to separate between the millimeters lines.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 5:48 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Another really neat idea.  
 
Thank you for sharing it with us.  
 
Cheers  

Neil (who thinks you can never have too much magnification) 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

DaveL 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 19 Oct 2002 
Posts: 3088 
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 8:32 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  

Must agree with Neil, looks very useful, just needs a bright light to complete it  

_________________ 

Regards,  
 
Dave  
 
I do not have a tool problem, I can stop using them any time I like!

Back to top     
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MarkW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 05 Nov 2004 
Posts: 553 
Location: Welling, Kent 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 8:50 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki, another great idea and another excellent post with pictures to make everything clear. Hardly a day 

goes by recently that you don't post something that makes me slap my head in a "why didn't I think of that" 

way. With such a seemingly enldess supply of bright ideas, have you ever thought of putting them all together in 

a book? At this rate you'll be most of the way there by christmas!  
 
Keep 'em coming.  
 
Mark 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Mark  

----------------------------------------------------  
 
"Don't worry dear, it'll pay for itself in no time."

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 10:08 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Dave and Mark  
 
Mark  

I don't think that I going to put all those in a book.  

I like to make them and I feel very happy if someone else find them useful.  

About your "why did't I think of that", maybe you just did not need it.  
 
And, yes, I'll keep'em coming  
 
Thanks again  

niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 11:13 pm    Post subject: Cutting dado with hand router  

Good day  
 
After (and still) the very "active" - "Dado cutters..." post, I would like to share with you my jig and way of 

cutting dado with hand router.  
 
I know that there are also other methods, with this method any straight bit will work and I always know where 

"the bit will hit".  
 
The post includes the T guide, marking method and routing with 21 pictures (in color).  
 
The marking example is made on MDF but the routing was made on chipboard for better contrast.  
 
If you remember the knives from the "circular saw guide" post, they are in action again.  
 
Sorry about my spelling mistakes, you have too many unused letters in English (ya?, what about French).  
 
Regards  

niki  
 
 
Sorry, I did not see any point to reload the pics... there are much more easy and advanced methods 

for dadoing with router 

 
Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 6:21 pm; edited 1 time in total
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filsgreen 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 21 Feb 2006 
Posts: 165 
Location: Jersey 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 6:26 am    Post subject:  

Thanks again Niki for an easy informative guide.  
 
Phil

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 7:14 am    Post subject:  

Thanks for passing on your working practices, the time and effort posting.

Back to top
 
  

dedee 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 24 Jul 2003 
Posts: 2085 
Location: 14860, France 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 7:52 am    Post subject:  

Nikki,  

well written and photographed, thanks.  
 
Me thinks you should have a website with all your hints and tips.  
 
Andy

Back to top
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WiZeR 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 03 Mar 2005 
Posts: 2377 
Location: NW Kent 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 8:11 am    Post subject:  

dedee wrote:

Nikki,  
well written and photographed, thanks.  
 
Me thinks you should have a website with all your hints and tips.  
 
Andy

 
 
I agree, some cracking tips. I like your approach to woodworking. 

_________________ 

==================================================================  

The man with the questions but not the answers  
 
(If you are reading an old post by me and the pictures are missing, this was due to a hosting problem. The 

pictures will be back soon. PM me if I have forgotten something.)

Back to top
  
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 8:27 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thanks for taking the time to post.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 8:54 am    Post subject:  

Nice appraoch there Nikki, never seen it done that way before 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.

Back to top
 
  

George_N 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 13 May 2005 
Posts: 750 
Location: Roslin 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 8:58 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki, Thanks for another good post. I really like the idea of using knives to set the width of your housing or 

dado...much better than pencil marks. 

_________________ 

cheers  
 
George

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 12:14 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you, Thank you, thank you everybody  
 
Andy (dedee)  

I have web site, here it is:  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/  
 
Thanks again  

niki

Back to top
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Kane 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 21 Feb 2006 
Posts: 178 
 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 1:47 pm    Post subject:  

Thats going to be an immensly useful posting Niki, much appreciated.  
 
Mods any chance of a sticky or a transfer to the articles section?

Back to top
 
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 5:41 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  
 
Well, another woodworking tip  As it happens I could add a dado to my table saw, but since I already have a 

router and the bits to make your jig I think I'll save myself a few bob & do them with the router.  
 
BTW yes, there are lots of unused letters in English but at least we don't have all those funny hooks & accents 

above & below the letters    
 
I only mention it since I'm trying (Unsuccessfully it seems) to learn a bit of Czech and I'm told Polish is similar. 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.

Back to top
 
  

mailee 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jun 2005 
Posts: 1449 
Location: grimsby 
Humberside 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 6:10 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki, You have some wonderful jigs there and like myself make most of your own. I also have a dado cutting jig 

I made that is very similar to your own with a slight modification which I think you might like to see. I can't claim 

the idea as my own as I saw a similar one on one of the sites on the internet and made my own version. it consists 

of two runners glued to a piece of thin ply and one of the runners adjustable while the other is set at 90 degrees 

the ply is cut through with the router indexed up against the runners and this then gives the exact fit for the bit 

used, in my case a 1/2" spiral bit. the shelf or support is placed between the ply edges and the jig adjusted to 

it's thickness and then locked off. the assembly is then placed onto the timber to receive the dado and the cut 

made, it is then a perfect fit in the dado. Here is a picture of the jig for 
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you. 

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 10:12 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you all  
 
Losos  

I'm also trying to learn Polish but my problem is that I speak Bulgarian, which is close to but different, and 

many times I'm confused about the pronunciation.  

Wish you a good luck.  
 
Mailee  

Very nice jig, I made my jig some 8 years ago and I was thinking to change it to one like yours but for the time 

being I'm "stuck" with this one (lazy).  

The only difference, that I can see is, that you can use only one diameter bit and I can use any size.  

Thanks for the picture.  
 
niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 11:20 pm    Post subject: Hand router bit height setting aid  

Good day  
 
My hand held router (Bosch 400) does not have any height adjuster and sometimes I need very accurate bit 

height setting.  

I got tired fighting the springs while measuring and setting, so I made this aid to help me.  

It takes seconds to install it and less to remove it.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sat Jul 01, 2006 10:56 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  

It's uncanny (Meaning strange, slightly paranormal!!) but your tips seem to be answering some of the problems 

I'm facing right now. Only yesterday I was thinking about how I could make the height adjustment on my 

router easier (when mounted in the table)  
 
Having once (many years ago) been involved in designing electronic equipment I would just mention that it would 

be good to 'feel' the router body after each operation just to ensure that it's not overheating.  
 
The top plate is partly blocking the air vents. This should NOT be a problem in the normal home / hobby use, 

but sometimes one can get immersed in a job and keep going for longer than normal. Just a thought. 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 01, 2006 2:18 pm    Post subject:  

Than you Losos  

I'll tell you a secret. If you noticed, there are holes at the ends of the U, those two bent-in parts where once 

bent-out, the U was connected to the router table permanently for height adjustment.  
 
On this specific router, the cooling vents are from the sides so there is no problem.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Bean 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2004 
Posts: 1462 
Location: scouting about 

Posted: Sun Jul 02, 2006 9:27 pm    Post subject:  

Niki I like that nice and simple. 

_________________ 

Bean  
 
Whoooppsssss
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Caliper (micrometer) modification 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 7:08 am    Post subject: Caliper (micrometer) modification  

Good day  
 
With very easy and simple modification, I turned my caliper to a precise blade or router bit height-measuring device.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Sep 09, 2007 6:55 pm; edited 1 time in total
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matthew 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 07 May 2006 
Posts: 72 
Location: Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 8:46 am    Post subject:  

Another great tip, thanks Niki!  
 
FYI if anyone is interested, digital vernier calipers are in plentiful supply on eBay. I bought one recently for about 

£10 inc p&p (from Hong Kong!) - it's seemingly the same model sold by many tool suppliers here, usually for 

£20-£40.  
 
Definitely a good buy and cheap enough to use for various mods like this - trying to think of how I can attach one 

to the table on my P/T...
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Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 1:55 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki  
 
I did something similar a whlile back and it has proven very useful  
 
Mine can be seen here 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 2:50 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Tony  

Very nice height gauge and much more fancy.  

Your one is from the "iron era" and mine is from the "plastic & super glue era", actually I made it at 1997 in 

Japan and it was only 10 Pounds (that's why I have 4 of them).  
 
niki
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SimonA 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 24 Feb 2004 
Posts: 355 
Location: North East 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 3:15 pm    Post subject:  

Ooohh, Snap, Matthew.......how spooky is that.....I just bought one off ebay a couple of weeks too and that 

was shipped from Hong Kong.....If I remember correctly it was around £1 and about £9 postage.  
 
SimonA

Back to top    
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matthew 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 07 May 2006 
Posts: 72 
Location: Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk 

Posted: Thu Jun 29, 2006 3:18 pm    Post subject:  

SimonA wrote:

Ooohh, Snap, Matthew.......how spooky is that.....I just bought one off ebay a couple of weeks too and that was shipped 
from Hong Kong.....If I remember correctly it was around £1 and about £9 postage.  
 
SimonA

 
 
I think mine was 1p with 9.99 postage! Either way, can't complain, though 
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SimonA 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 24 Feb 2004 
Posts: 355 
Location: North East 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 7:59 am    Post subject:  

Matthew...you could be right about the price, I can't remember now...either way it was cheap!  
 
I've also seen these on ebay too and was thinking about getting a couple for my tablesaw and planer/thicknesser, 

but I can't find them on ebay again. I'm pretty sure they where from a guy in the States and the 6" version was 

only $12.....  
 
http://www.axminster.co.uk/recno/3/product-Digital-Read-Out-Scales-21966.htm  
 
They might go well on your new router table too!  
 
SimonA

Back to top    

Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Fri Jun 30, 2006 8:08 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
So many good ideas - how do you keep doing it   
 
Paul

Back to top
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Hitch 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 28 Jan 2006 
Posts: 131 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Sat Jul 01, 2006 3:12 pm    Post subject:  

Thats a good idea Niki, some calipers (my mitutoyo digimatic anyway) have a flat toped jaw so you can use it 

exactly like that. 

_________________ 

I thought i saw the light at the end of the tunnel...but then i realised i had arc eye!

Back to top
 
  

Mr_Grimsdale 
BANNED 
 
 
Joined: 05 May 2006 
Posts: 1118 
 

Posted: Sat Jul 01, 2006 3:27 pm    Post subject:  

You must enter a message when posting 

 
Last edited by Mr_Grimsdale on Tue Aug 14, 2007 9:41 am; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
  
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 9:05 pm    Post subject:  

Mr_Grimsdale - Yes, but it's very fiddly to use it on the TS (Make sure the caliper is exactly on the blade 

TDC position, make sure the back end of unit touches the tooth, not the gullet etc.) it can be done but it seems to 

me that Niki's mod makes it a foolproof operation & I like that.  
 
For the router bit it's not such a big deal I guess. 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Another Shop-vac 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 9:56 pm    Post subject: Another Shop-vac  

Good day  

Shop vac for all the small tools (I used it also for the table saw before the R2D2), the good news are that most of 

the dust is captured by the "gardening cloth" filter so the bag is filtering only the very small particles and doesn't 

get stuffed after short time.  
 
I made the box at the size of the vac so I could screw it on top of the box and have it as a portable unit to keep 

the hose short.  
 
The gardening cloth that is used as a filter is washable and dries-up in very short time so you can use it many, 

many times.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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PowerTool 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 24 Jul 2005 
Posts: 1854 
Location: Darlington 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 10:07 pm    Post subject:  

Another good idea Niki - thanks for sharing it.   
 
Andrew 

_________________ 

HAMMER ACTION - when all else fails !

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 9:48 am    Post subject: Wild router table  

Good day  
 
I hope that you will not be too scared from this "Marquise de sad" torturing device (Lets face it, it looks like that).  
 
This router table past many modifications and improvements in the last 7~8 years and now it serves me as "3 in 

1", router table, doweler and mortiser.  
 
The table top is made of 21 mm plywood covered with floor panels and the router is connected directly to the 

floor panels so the height loss is only 8 mm.  
 
Some day, I'll post the doweling method  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 9:51 am    Post subject:  

Excellent Niki   
 
Paul

Back to top
  
  

Mcluma 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Feb 2005 
Posts: 705 
Location: West Sussex 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 11:23 am    Post subject:  

REALLY INGENIOUS    
 
that is the best plunge action i have seen by far  
 
PS NIKI, is that an american router (by the look of the plug) 

_________________ 

Everything can be achieved if you put your mind to it

Back to top
 
  

matthew 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 07 May 2006 
Posts: 72 
Location: Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 11:45 am    Post subject:  

Superb! Puts mine to shame 

Back to top
 
  

Shady 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 06 Sep 2004 
Posts: 837 
 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 11:53 am    Post subject:  

Blimey! I've been wanting to modify my routing set-up for a while, and just happen to have some scrap floor 

panels, and one of those very 'workmate clones'...  
 
Excellent: I'm going to have a play... 
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 12:01 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you all for your positive replies  
 
Mcluma  

It's a Japanese Hitachi M8, 100V 800W.  

I think that the Americans does't have this model of 8mm shank.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 12:11 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Shady  

The floor panels were added some 2 years ago when I made the floor in my house.  

The idea was; instead of gluing plastic laminate on top of the plywood (and probably I would make it crooked), I 

have it straight and guarantied for 15 years.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Waka 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 08 Mar 2004 
Posts: 2396 
Location: Weymouth 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 12:18 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Very ingeneous. 

_________________ 

Waka  
 
The woodkateer who's retired.

Back to top
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Lee Brubaker 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 16 May 2006 
Posts: 94 
Location: Edmonton, AB 
Canada 

Posted: Mon Jul 03, 2006 5:03 pm    Post subject:  

Niki:  
 
I love it when someone demonstrates that they have a "thinking cap" & use it. I would guess that when you 

are feeding lengthy stock through the router table that you employ the use of adjustable roller stands at both input 

& output. Excellent approach.  
 
Lee

Back to top
 
  

prawnking 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 19 May 2006 
Posts: 122 
Location: south wales, uk 

Posted: Tue Jul 04, 2006 8:38 am    Post subject:  

you should become an inventor for the tool industry or atleast patent some of your ideas you never now all it takes 

is 1 good idea look at dyson.  
 
luv the initiative  
 
cheers  
 
shaun 

_________________ 

practice makes lots more wood for my chiminea

Back to top
  
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Tue Jul 04, 2006 11:21 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  

Really good stuff, as others have said it's nice to see someone thinking. As it happens I went and bought a 

table about a year back. (It did include a router & was good value but not quite as versatile as yours  )  
 
Anyway, where did the metal work come from, looks like there's some kind of 'Workmate' in there but what about 

the other bits, surely you didn't make them yourself........or did you  

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jul 04, 2006 1:52 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you all for the kind replies  
 
Shaun  

At the age of 61 and retired already 5 years, I really don'tt care if somebody will copy them, anyway, they are 

so simple to make that Im doubt that somebody will buy them.  
 
Losos  

All the metal work is part of the workmate, I just removed the two wooden jaws and used it as it is.  

I bought it in Japan, you can see it on this website.  

http://www.allproducts.com/manufacture10/fdc/sk-1060.html  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

mastupeppe 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 22 Jun 2006 
Posts: 27 
Location: borgosesia(vc)italy 

Posted: Tue Jul 04, 2006 11:18 pm    Post subject:  

hi Niki,  
 
WOW! very ingeneous  

please,have you the project of this?thank you.  
 
regard , Carmine 

_________________ 

crooked go back adjusted get back

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 05, 2006 9:37 am    Post subject:  

Hi Carmime  
 
Thank you very much.  

I'm sorry but I don't have any plans of the project.  

I built this table in 8 years and every time I added something new.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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Foam brushes 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 7:11 pm    Post subject: Foam brushes  

Good day  
 
I'm using foam brushes almost with every paint or finish except, oil based stain and Nitro based paint.  
 
Just today I made a new lot and I would like to share with you the way I made them.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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johnelliott 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 16 Apr 2003 
Posts: 1105 
Location: Near Swindon, 
Wiltshire 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 7:40 pm    Post subject:  

Good stuff Niki. I would add to it that an electric carving knife is an excellent way of cutting foam  
 
John
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 8:02 pm    Post subject:  

Another great idea, Niki - thanks   
 
Paul

Back to top
  
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Fri Jul 07, 2006 6:51 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
What do you do with your rubber lollipops?  
 
Do you stick them in a paint tin and then dab them on your required surface?  
 
I think I must be living in the past with my brushes.

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 05, 2006 9:56 pm    Post subject: Doweling with router table  

Good day  
 
A few day ago I promised to share with you how I'm doweling with my router table.  
 
The Left side drilling is shown step-by-step but for the Right one, only the first step is shown.  
 
The marking of L and R is very important, so please mark the same way as in the picture.  

To emphasize, L is Left of the stop and R is right of the stop.  
 
I did not mention the fence/bit distance setting and the router depth stop setting that depends on the thickness 

of your wood and the dowel dia. and length.  
 
Regards  

Niki  
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Wed Jul 05, 2006 10:09 pm    Post subject:  

Brilliant, Niki    
 
Paul
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Philly 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 24 Nov 2003 
Posts: 5236 
Location: Dorset, England. 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 6:03 am    Post subject:  

NIki  

You have too many great ideas-many thanks for sharing!  

Philly  

_________________ 

Don't forget my Blog!

Back to top
   
  

JPEC 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 17 Jun 2006 
Posts: 130 
Location: Halstead North 
Essex 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 6:44 am    Post subject:  

Nice one Nicky.  

Looks more accurate than my Lamello.  
 
Keep the good ideas coming   
 
Julian
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jul 06, 2006 6:26 pm    Post subject:  

Sorry for the late reply, no electricity all day.  
 
Thank you all for the kind replies  
 
Phily  

After what I've seen on your web site, I think that your Profession is woodworking and your hobby is 

Company director.  

Great web site, great furniture, very nice workshop and beautiful daughter.  
 
niki
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Adam 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 10 Sep 2003 
Posts: 3699 
Location: UK 

Posted: Fri Jul 07, 2006 7:02 am    Post subject:  

Thats a neat method, and setup.  
 
Regards,  
 
Adam
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jul 09, 2006 7:10 pm    Post subject: Magnifying glasses  

Good day  
 
The 1 mm lines are getting wider every year so I made those to help me to separate them.  
 
The different height of the base is due to different focusing distance.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 6:54 am; edited 1 time in total
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mailee 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jun 2005 
Posts: 1449 
Location: grimsby 
Humberside 

Posted: Sun Jul 09, 2006 7:17 pm    Post subject:  

Hey, way to go Niki! That is just what I need in my workshop. I am getting tired of changing glasses each time I 

want to measure anything. 

Back to top
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mrbingley 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 27 Mar 2006 
Posts: 119 
Location: West Yorkshire 

Posted: Sun Jul 09, 2006 10:26 pm    Post subject:  

Axminster sell bifocal safety glasses, the bottom section comes in different strength diopters.  
 
http://www.axminster.co.uk/recno/13/product-Bi-focal-Safety-Specs-32463.htm  
 
hth  

Chris.

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jul 16, 2006 9:24 pm    Post subject: Jointing with router  

Good day  
 
I don't have a planer and when I have to make the "glue line" for panel glue-up, I'm using the router with 

straight edge like many others.  
 
But, I don't like all the measuring so I made some small stop blocks that helps me to position and clamp the 

straight edge in seconds and I like to share it with you.  
 
The bad news is, that you have to make separate pair for every bit diameter (I'm using usually 10 mm bit).  
 
Please go to this post  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=13157&highlight=  
 
Regards  

niki 
 
Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 9:01 am; edited 3 times in total
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Philly 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 24 Nov 2003 
Posts: 5236 
Location: Dorset, England. 

Posted: Sun Jul 16, 2006 9:34 pm    Post subject:  

Wow! Looks like it worked great, Niki!  

Thanks for sharing-you certainly have some great ideas to share-thanks.  

Philly  

_________________ 

Don't forget my Blog!

Back to top
   
  

Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Sun Jul 16, 2006 11:06 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  

It is a great idea and I wonder how you ever get any wprk done with all of these ideas in your head    

I take my hat off to you for some great ideas  , keep them coming  

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
  
  

waterhead37 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 14 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5486 
Location: SE London - NW 
Kent 

Posted: Mon Jul 17, 2006 4:22 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
You might save time by routing through two boards at a time. If you clamp the adjoining board alongside the first 

in the same orientation it will have when glued up, then rout through the (unglued) join, taking bit off each 

baord, the boards will have a profile that matches exactly. 

_________________ 

Chris  

Timber Merchants and Old and classic Tool Dealers and My Goldwing Blog

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jul 17, 2006 5:18 am    Post subject:  

Thank you for the compliments  
 
Chris  

Thank you for the very good idea but, usually I'm working with minimum 25 mm Oak boards and I'm limited by 

the length of the bit and the router power (400W), so I have to rout them one by one (amateurs life).  

It's good idea though, to rout, one from the "face" side and the matching one, from the "back" side.  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Mon Jul 17, 2006 6:12 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for sharing another of your ideas with us.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 9:49 am    Post subject: Feather roller for table saw  

Good day  
 
In my last post (push block) you found some interest in the feather roller.  
 
So, here it is in colors and before you "kill"  me again with the blade guard (or the absence of it), with this one 

you can use the guard safely, although, "blade guard removed for clarity"   .  
 
Please go to this post  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?p=120811#120811  
 
Regards  

niki 
 
Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 8:41 am; edited 2 times in total
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 12:02 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for taking the time to show these.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 5:28 pm    Post subject:  

I really like the idea thankyou for taking the time to show us all how Niki...  ... 

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...

Back to top
 
  

Mr_Grimsdale 
BANNED 
 
 
Joined: 05 May 2006 
Posts: 1118 
 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 5:36 pm    Post subject:  

You must enter a message when posting 

 
Last edited by Mr_Grimsdale on Tue Aug 14, 2007 12:40 pm; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
  
  

stairman 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 29 Jul 2006 
Posts: 90 
Location: Scotland 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 7:27 pm    Post subject:  

well described thanks Niki
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 8:55 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you all for the kind replies.  
 
One day I will try to make the lever from iron or steal; I just have to experiment with different thickness.  
 
Also, It will be good idea to make the support and the lever base with kind of "teeth" for better grip.  
 
Thanks again  

niki
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 5:28 pm    Post subject: Push blocks  

Good day  
 
I saw those push blocks on the Internet and I liked them so I decided to make them.  
 
The sanding block in the pictures is 100 x 210 mm and is used by the builders to sand the walls before painting, 

so look around the building supply shops. They cost here around 1 Pound (6 Zloty).  
 
The self-gluing anti-skid tape is used in the bath tab to avoid skidding but as you know, you can use #60 or 

#40 sanding paper instead.  
 
Pictures removed due to safety reasons  
 
Regards  

niki 
 
Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 8:43 am; edited 1 time in total
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mahking51 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 15 Nov 2004 
Posts: 803 
Location: Nr Dorchester 
Dorset 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 5:58 pm    Post subject:  

Niki,  

Love the one with the wheel, what a great idea!  

Regards  

Martin 

_________________ 

Plane Fever is highly contagious, spread by even casual contact in shops, stores or photos. It's fast acting- 

many victims go from nothing to dozens in mere months. Symptoms: hairless arms, low bank accounts, and 

frequent UPS deliveries.

Back to top
  
  

stairman 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 29 Jul 2006 
Posts: 90 
Location: Scotland 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 6:18 pm    Post subject:  

while still having All my fingers I would have concerns about using the one where your hand is direcly above 

the blade  
 
But I also like the wheel one  
 
Thanks for the photos and ideas

Back to top
 
  

Dave R 
Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1548 
Location: Rochester, MN USA 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 6:47 pm    Post subject:  

Great idea Niki. Thanks for another great description.  
 
With no intent to hijack Niki's thread, here's another example of the differences in what would be consider 

safe practice (or acceptably safe practice)  
 
Niki's push block is similar to the GRRR-Ripper from Microjig sold here in the US. They are quite handy. I've got 

a pair of them and find them very useful. I gather there'd be no market in the UK for these, though.  
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 7:31 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for the comments  
 
Stairman  

You are correct that to put the hand over the blade is not "healthy".  
 
I was thinking (that's news), maybe its better to screw it to larger plate, on one side of the plate, then, you can use 

it when your hand is on the left side of the blade or, turn it 180 and use it when your hand is on the right side of 

the blade, depends on the width you are going to cut.  
 
Dave R  

As I can see, in the commercial one, the hand is still over the blade.  
 
niki  
 
 

Back to top
 
  

stairman 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 29 Jul 2006 
Posts: 90 
Location: Scotland 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 7:42 pm    Post subject:  

I work on a policy of if it don't feel safe don't do it  
 
was showing my brother how to cut wedges on a C saw then band him from cutting them. He queried as to why 

as he felt safe, my ancere was I did not feel safe with him cutting them  
 
I have a lot of respect for high speed cutting edges (when 20 I put my thumb into a C saw on two ocations 

don't think I will be lucky enough to keep it the next time)
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Dave R 
Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1548 
Location: Rochester, MN USA 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 8:26 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

Dave R  
As I can see, in the commercial one, the hand is still over the blade.  

 
 
Niki, that is correct. Since the blade passes under the the push block the user's fingers aren't in danger of 

contacting the blade. The only danger might be if a carbide tooth left the blade but it's trajectory would be 

anyone's guess

Back to top
  
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Tue Aug 01, 2006 8:57 pm    Post subject:  

Niki - Great ideas, especially the wheeled one. Currently I'm only using the push stick which came with my saw, 

I've had a few pieces start to 'lift' which was a bit scary & I must make something better.  
 
Dave - IIRC the Grrrrripper was reviewed in one of the UK magazines about two years back & I think I've seen 

them for sale 'tho I suppose they wouldn't be allowed in a commercial 'shop. 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.

Back to top
 
  

Alf 
Hand Tool Goddess 
 
 
Joined: 22 Oct 2003 
Posts: 10583 
Location: Left the building. 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 6:44 am    Post subject:  

Dave R wrote:

Since the blade passes under the the push block the user's fingers aren't in danger of contacting the blade. The only 
danger might be if a carbide tooth left the blade but it's trajectory would be anyone's guess

 
There also doesn't appear to be any means of guarding the blade as it exits the work?  
 
Cheers, Alf 

_________________ 
Wondering where I went? Try Das Blog  
As recommended by Fine Woodworking and Woodworking Magazine editors's blogs
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 7:14 am    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki for your suggestions, and the pusher or pressure pad, the one with the wheel has possibilities.  
 
But I would not be happy myself with the clamping hold down situation you are showing. Those F shape clamps 

are known to fail on grip sometimes and the thought of your pressure bar and wheel hitting a revolving blade 

could mean that the contraption could fly back at you at great speed.  
 
The Triton system has a pressure finger which is fastened and held in position to the mitre bar channel.  
 
Please accept any criticism from me only as one of the worrying type.

Back to top
 
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 7:20 am    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

As I can see, in the commercial one, the hand is still over the blade.

 
Maybe so, but that's an American item and would not be acceptable in a training workshop or a commercial 

shop anywhere in Europe. The rule of thumb is that your hands should never be nearer to a blade than 300mm. 

In any case you show it being used on a saw without a crown guard - another dangerous no-no.  
 
The wheel is an interesting variation on the old featherboard idea and looks similar to some of the safety stuff sold 

by Aigner (an also available under the Felder brand name as well)  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 9:27 am    Post subject:  

Thank you all for the replies  
 
I do accept the criticism and even I was concerned about the hand over the blade that's why I suggested the 

wider version that is also not so safe.  
 
Anyway, this push block is acceptable in the American market but not in the EU market.  
 
If so, why the EU TS's manufacturers are lying us with this "80 mm depth of cut" while the usable depth of cut 

is some 20 mm less because of the blade guard   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Dave R 
Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1548 
Location: Rochester, MN USA 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 10:43 am    Post subject:  

Scrit, FWIW those images are from the manufacturer's site.

Back to top
  
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 1:43 pm    Post subject:  

Dave R wrote:

Scrit, FWIW those images are from the manufacturer's site.

 
I think that they highlight the relative differences in what is regarded as acceptable or safe practice in the two 

parts of the world. The way we train wood machinists here is to say no hand nearer that 300mm to the blade ion 

the horizontal plane, or 450mm if using an angled push stick..... Oh and blade guarded from above at all times. 

But I'm sure that most people know that.  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 02, 2006 8:22 pm    Post subject:  

Good day  
 
Today I went to the garage and made a few tests with the push block and:  
 
1. I felt very uncomfortable when my hand was extended over the unguarded blade.  
 
2. I did not get any kick back but it looks like the possibility is very high.  
 
3. There was no even one operation that I could not accomplish with the traditional push stick/shoe and 

feather board (or roller) in much safer way than using this push block.  
 
Conclusion:  

Don't buy it and don't make it  
 
Project: Deleted  
 
niki
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 9:32 pm    Post subject: Straight edge on table saw  

Good day  
 
Today I started to cut the oak boards into pieces.  
 
I wold like to share with you my method of cutting straight edge on the table saw.  
 
I used a little bit different method (to my knowledge) and I hope you will find helpful.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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DaveL 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 19 Oct 2002 
Posts: 3088 
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 10:34 pm    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
Neat idea.  I have a sled, like you started out with, might need to remodel it next time its required.  
 
Nice looking timber, what you making?  

_________________ 

Regards,  
 
Dave  
 
I do not have a tool problem, I can stop using them any time I like!
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seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 10:40 pm    Post subject:  

Yet again a good idea Niki... thanks for sharing it...  

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...

Back to top
 
  

Simoli 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 30 Jul 2006 
Posts: 43 
Location: Michigan USA 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 2:05 am    Post subject:  

I like the natural shape of the two left boards in the top pic. They would make a great table top. 

_________________ 

Jim

Back to top
  
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 5:52 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Another great idea.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 6:58 am    Post subject:  

Niki, I am confused, the third picture shows the clamps to the chipboard and oak but how could that have 

worked anyway?  

Surely if you had proceeded the clamps would have fouled the table top if you leave them in that position?
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Waka 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 08 Mar 2004 
Posts: 2396 
Location: Weymouth 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 7:07 am    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Good idea, thanks for sharing. 

_________________ 

Waka  
 
The woodkateer who's retired.

Back to top
  
  

dedee 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 24 Jul 2003 
Posts: 2085 
Location: 14860, France 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 7:19 am    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki,  
 
what are you going to do with all that lovely oak then?  
 
Andy

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 8:23 am    Post subject:  

Thank you all for the kind replies  
 
It's going to be a "Vitrina", Polish for display cabinet  
 
niki

Back to top
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Mcluma 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Feb 2005 
Posts: 705 
Location: West Sussex 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 1:27 pm    Post subject:  

I have the sliding tablewith my PKF255, with the special hold down, and modified my one with a laser guide, this 

will enable me to ensure the cut-line will be saving me as much wood as possible  

_________________ 

Everything can be achieved if you put your mind to it

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 2:44 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Mcluma  
 
I have the sliding table as well, but the problem is that it will accommodate boards of more than 1 meter long.  
 
It will be very interesting to see a picture of your modification.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Paul Kierstead 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 01 May 2006 
Posts: 278 
Location: Ottawa, ON, 
Canada 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 3:14 pm    Post subject:  

devonwoody wrote:

Niki, I am confused, the third picture shows the clamps to the chipboard and oak but how could that have worked anyway?  
Surely if you had proceeded the clamps would have fouled the table top if you leave them in that position?

 
 
They look like hold downs, ala toggle clamps but bar clamps instead, though I could find no commercial version 

of such a thing (probably wrong search term...)

Back to top
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Mcluma 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Feb 2005 
Posts: 705 
Location: West Sussex 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 3:14 pm    Post subject:  

ah,  
 
I have the 2 meter sliding table  

_________________ 

Everything can be achieved if you put your mind to it

Back to top
 
  

DaveL 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 19 Oct 2002 
Posts: 3088 
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 4:43 pm    Post subject:  

Paul Kierstead wrote:

devonwoody wrote:

Niki, I am confused, the third picture shows the clamps to the chipboard and oak but how could that have worked 
anyway?  
Surely if you had proceeded the clamps would have fouled the table top if you leave them in that position?

 
 
They look like hold downs, ala toggle clamps but bar clamps instead, though I could find no commercial version 

of such a thing (probably wrong search term...)

 
 
If you take a look here you will see that the clamps are another of Niki's good ideas.  

_________________ 

Regards,  
 
Dave  
 
I do not have a tool problem, I can stop using them any time I like!

Back to top     
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 08, 2006 6:15 pm    Post subject:  

Sorry Devonwoody  

I did not reply because I did not understand what you mean.  

Now that DaveL replied, I got it.  
 
Mcluma  

The 2 meters is too long for my garage, as an amateur, I'm satisfied with the 1 meter.  
 
Thank you all  

niki

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 6:22 pm    Post subject: Feather roller, final version  

Good day  
 
Today I made the final version (I hope), based on the second version.  
 
If you have any comment, I'll be happy to here.  
 
Thanks  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 8:38 am; edited 1 time in total
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Mcluma 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Feb 2005 
Posts: 705 
Location: West Sussex 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 8:42 pm    Post subject:  

That looks pretty good now   
 
ps do not be frightend of these UK safety guys who jump on you like nothing on earth - its a typical uk thing we 

call them good do-ers   
 
keep the modifications comming  

_________________ 

Everything can be achieved if you put your mind to it
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seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 9:21 pm    Post subject:  

Very nicely done Niki and I agree with above some people do get just to goody goody in reality if you have any 

sense you use your tools safely and your idea looks as though it makes things safer to me!...   
 
Are you still tilting the wheels down slightly? 

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...

Back to top
 
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 9:32 pm    Post subject:  

Since when is pointing out safe practice based on well established principles "goody-goody"? If you take 

that approach, then I hope you aren't a driver! Or at least not in my locale.  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 9:33 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Mcluma and Seaco  
 
I think that you are both correct; "Safety is in the Head and not in the Blade", me think.  
 
Seaco  

Yes, the rollers (both) are tilted down. You can see it on the second picture (look at the screws).  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
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engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Sat Aug 05, 2006 11:45 pm    Post subject:  

scrit i take your point,  

but at a time when fireman are being banned from  

sliding down poles due to H&S new plymouth station in papers sat 05 august, sometimes common sense needs 

to come into play.  
 
the problem seems to be now that those doing the risk assessments have never actually used the tools 

and equipment they are assessing.  
 
we all know of machinery which is almost impossible to use in normal  

circumstances because of guarding designed to stop people hurting them selves by doing something stupid 

like standing on the machine.  
 
as usual niki you have produced an interesting article which offers some better potential than normal 

featherboards in keeping wood properly pressed against the blade and fence. not convinced it will stop kick back, 

as it releases the pressure just before the end of the board moves over the blade, but it is a useful starting point.  
 
paul 

Back to top
 
  

seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Sun Aug 06, 2006 12:01 am    Post subject:  

engineer one wrote:

not convinced it will stop kick back, as it releases the pressure just before the end of the board moves over the blade, but it is 
a useful starting point.  
 
paul 

 
 
I don't think Niki said it would stop kickback but I certainly can't see it causing it?  
 
Equal pressure either side of the blade while pushing lumber through is more important in my eyes to 

prevent kickback! 

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Aug 06, 2006 12:07 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Paul  
 
I did not say that it will stop kickback, I said, that you will not get kickback because of this setup.  
 
Today, when I was cutting for the pictures, (and I made two cuts because I missed the first one and did not stop 

just before the end for the picture), I did not feel the transition from "roller pressing" to "roller released".  
 
Of course, for example, if your fence is not parallel to the blade or the board is not flat, you will get it with or 

without the rollers.  
 
Edit; Seaco, you are faster  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Aug 06, 2006 9:23 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  

looks like you've arrived at a real neat solution to cutting lots of Oak boards. I await you next 'idea' with 

eager anticipation.  
 
The Health & Safety legislation in England has in many ways gone far beyond 'common sense' but managers 

working in the industry are obliged to try to conform. As Scrit says a lot is down to common sense & what one can 

do in your own workshop is not always going to be acceptable in a factory, I think it's worth noting what the 

'factory' rules are, even if we bend them sometimes, at least we will then know how far to 'bend'  

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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mrbingley 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 27 Mar 2006 
Posts: 119 
Location: West Yorkshire 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 7:55 am    Post subject:  

I get the feeling that if you're using just ordinary steel instead of tempered sprung steel that any undue pressure 

will just bend the rollers and it won't come back, therefore losing the initial pressure.  

If you can't get tempered steel I'd go back to wood with some spring in it.  
 
 
Chris.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 9:18 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Losos  

I think that there is no end to safety laws and precaution but the best law is to use commonsense.  

Ones, my friend told his boss, "to you and to the rabbi's wife it will not happen, you know why? Because you are 

not working".  
 
Chris  

I really don't know if it's tempered steel or not but it returns to the original condition (and it was expensive in Japan).  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

JFC 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 30 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2077 
Location: London 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 9:47 pm    Post subject:  

What if you do get kick back because the fence is out of square ? Many people that read this forum dont have a 

top of the range table saw and some fences are pretty flimsy . Maybe the pressure of the rollers will bend 

the cheaper fences and cause kick back ?  

Also timber bought from stock may have a slight deviation and this is normally at the ends due to bad 

machining , the roller would make sure that would cause a problem IMHO .  

Great idea for some set ups but i dont think your going to make your millions out of it ..... unless of course you sell 

it to trend  

_________________ 

JFC has left the building .
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seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 10:06 pm    Post subject:  

JFC wrote:

What if you do get kick back because the fence is out of square ? 

 
The spring in the metal should account for that!  

JFC wrote:

Many people that read this forum dont have a top of the range table saw and some fences are pretty flimsy . Maybe 
the pressure of the rollers will bend the cheaper fences and cause kick back ? 

 
Test the fence and if it flexes dont make one!  

JFC wrote:

Also timber bought from stock may have a slight deviation and this is normally at the ends due to bad machining , the 
roller would make sure that would cause a problem IMHO .

 
Again the spring in the metal should help there!  

JFC wrote:

Great idea for some set ups but i dont think your going to make your millions out of it ..... unless of course you sell it to 
trend  

 
If people like Niki didn't invent and take the time to photograph and write about things this forum would be a 

less colourful place! 

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 10:14 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you JFC  
 
As you can see in the pictures of the prototype and this post, my fence is a home made (or shop made) fence. If 

the fence is flimsy, I would not cut nothing on this table saw (I got 2 kickbacks some 10 years ago).  

I think that even with low end saw, one can make a good and accurate fence. I had one of those low end bench 

saw for almost 10 years (the EB is 6 months old) without any kickback.  
 
niki
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 07, 2006 10:16 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Seasco  
 
You are for sure faster then me.  
 
niki
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 09, 2006 8:15 pm    Post subject: TS fence memory  

Good day  
 
Today I was cutting boards to 80mm strips, and in the middle I realized that I have to cut different size and then 

go back and cut again 80mm.  
 
I wanted the cut to be exactly as the first 80mm, so I made a stop to return the fence to the same position as before.  
 
It worked so good that, I had to share it with you.  
 
The stop is made for EB PK255 but I think that you can make it also on other table saws.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 7:18 pm; edited 1 time in total
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Wed Aug 09, 2006 8:35 pm    Post subject:  

Great idea, Niki, and so simple (that is, once you've thought of it  )  
 
Paul 

Back to top
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Jorden 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 11 Jan 2005 
Posts: 279 
Location: Leicestershire 

Posted: Thu Aug 10, 2006 9:19 am    Post subject:  

Nice idea  Personally I just put a couple of pencil marks on the TS top   
 
Dennis

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Aug 11, 2006 2:01 pm    Post subject: Dust free sanding  

Good day  
 
My sanders have the dust extraction port but the dust extraction is very poor.  
 
I made this very small modification that improved the dust extraction to a level that I have almost dust free sanding.  
 
Of course I have to share it with you.  
 
PS you don't have to start smoking   
 
Regards  

niki  
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Aug 10, 2006 7:42 pm    Post subject: Amateur's working methods  

Good day  
 
Today I glued the first of the two frames for the display unit.  
 
On the following pictures you can see my amateur's method of doweling and gluing.  
 
Please go to to  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=11303&highlight=  
 
Regards  

niki 
 
Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 6:47 pm; edited 3 times in total
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Sat Aug 12, 2006 7:29 am    Post subject:  

Thanks again, Niki.  
 
Your energy and dedication to your projects leaves me exhausted, I could only wish for myself the same.
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 14, 2006 7:47 pm    Post subject: Hold down roller for TS  

Good day  
 
I had it in mind for long time and today, I made it.  
 
It works very good, pressing the wood (board) down to the table and keeps it attached to the fence.  
 
Maybe it's better to make it with 2 rollers, one in the front and one on the back.  
 
Any comment will be appreciated.  
 
Some of the pictures are not clear because I made them with my left hand while pushing the wood with my 

right hand, sorry.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 7:32 pm; edited 2 times in total
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Bean 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2004 
Posts: 1462 
Location: scouting about 

Posted: Mon Aug 14, 2006 9:57 pm    Post subject:  

Nice adaptation of your feather rollers niki 

_________________ 

Bean  
 
Whoooppsssss
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 14, 2006 10:04 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Bean  
 
I thought, if it can work from the side, it can work also from above.  

Today, I combined them both to make the cuts.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Mon Aug 14, 2006 10:15 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Basically you arrived at a Shaw or SUVA guard. But if you utilised a short rip fence instead of the long one the 

upper roller would be unnecessary as the saw would probably never pick-up so long as the riving knife was 

properly adjusted  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Aug 14, 2006 11:04 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Scrit  
 
I don't know what is the SUVA guard but I read somewhere (I think on this forum), that if you want a strait cut 

on long boards, you need a long fence (maybe in one of the EB posts about the short fence).  

I noticed that the short fence bends a little bit under stress, that's the reason that I made the long one with 2 

locking points.  
 
niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 10:53 am    Post subject: Cutting strips on TS  

Good day  
 
Today, I had to cut a few strips of 6mm.  
 
There are many jigs and methods, this one is my method.  
 
The only "minus" is that I cannot (and I don't want) to pull the jig back while the saw is running and also, I have 

to reset the feather rollers for each cut but, I feel safer with this method.  
 
Later, I cut the 6mm strips to 15mm width, but I had to remove the guard for this operation (interference with 

the push stick), so I will not show it because the "guard police" will book me.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 7:51 pm; edited 1 time in total
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MarkW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 05 Nov 2004 
Posts: 553 
Location: Welling, Kent 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 12:19 pm    Post subject:  

Well done Niki,  

another brilliantly simple idea  . Like a taper jig without the taper - why didn't I think of that?   

Perfect for those without a bandsaw who want to keep their digits intact!  
 
Cheers,  

Mark 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Mark  

----------------------------------------------------  
 
"Don't worry dear, it'll pay for itself in no time."

Back to top
  
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 12:22 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for sharing it with us.  
 
Another excellent idea.  
 
Thank you,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

the_g_ster 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 04 Feb 2006 
Posts: 129 
Location: Portsmouth 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 12:47 pm    Post subject:  

That looks great. Would a Festool and long guide rail get a result as good as that?

Back to top
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johnelliott 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 16 Apr 2003 
Posts: 1105 
Location: Near Swindon, 
Wiltshire 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 5:12 pm    Post subject:  

the_g_ster wrote:

That looks great. Would a Festool and long guide rail get a result as good as that?

 
 
It would certainly be possible to do with the Festool stuff though the thickness would probably not be so 

consistent. THis is because as a piece of wod is sliced up so stresses are released and the wood will bend very 

slightly (or maybe quite alot) Niki's setup will help to keep the wood straight but as a Festool guide rail is 

dead straight and has no way of straightening the wood that is being cut, if the wood does start to bend slightly 

then the thickness of the strips will vary. No problem if the strips are going to be thicknessed though  
 
John

Back to top
 
  

Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 5:33 pm    Post subject:  

johnelliott wrote:

the_g_ster wrote:

That looks great. Would a Festool and long guide rail get a result as good as that?

 
 
It would certainly be possible to do with the Festool stuff though the thickness would probably not be so 

consistent. THis is because as a piece of wod is sliced up so stresses are released and the wood will bend very 

slightly (or maybe quite alot) Niki's setup will help to keep the wood straight but as a Festool guide rail is 

dead straight and has no way of straightening the wood that is being cut, if the wood does start to bend slightly 

then the thickness of the strips will vary. No problem if the strips are going to be thicknessed though  
 
John

 
One for the EZ as it can do this and keep the cuts the same      

( I will get my coat) 

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
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johnelliott 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 16 Apr 2003 
Posts: 1105 
Location: Near Swindon, 
Wiltshire 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 6:07 pm    Post subject:  

Colin C wrote:

johnelliott wrote:

the_g_ster wrote:

That looks great. Would a Festool and long guide rail get a result as good as that?

 
 
It would certainly be possible to do with the Festool stuff though the thickness would probably not be so 

consistent. THis is because as a piece of wod is sliced up so stresses are released and the wood will bend very 

slightly (or maybe quite alot) Niki's setup will help to keep the wood straight but as a Festool guide rail is 

dead straight and has no way of straightening the wood that is being cut, if the wood does start to bend 

slightly then the thickness of the strips will vary. No problem if the strips are going to be thicknessed though  
 
John

 
One for the EZ as it can do this and keep the cuts the same      

( I will get my coat)

 
 
Not if the wood is bending it can't, as the repeaters bear on each end. It can only cut straight if the wood 

stays straight. The effect becomes more pronounced as the piece of wood gets thinner.  
 
John

Back to top
 
  

Colin C 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 09 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2203 
Location: North London 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 6:20 pm    Post subject:  

John  

I guess you have not had a good look at the site as you have the festool but it does show the EZ can do it ( you 

do need some extra clamps )  
 
I understand what you mean but if like on niki's jig the wood is forced againest a straight edge and then cut, it 

will get over the bending problem.  

Do you want me to post the link  

_________________ 

Please back away slowly from that Bostik, or I might have to shoot

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Aug 24, 2006 6:22 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for the kind replies  
 
Mark  

I never cut tapers but now I know how - why I didn't think of that. Thanks.  
 
John  

You are correct, the cuts came out very consistent, I just had to gang sand them (I don't have thicknesser 

nor planer).  
 
niki  
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Aug 25, 2006 5:48 am    Post subject:  

ez dino said  

Quote:

Cutting a piece of wood between a rotating blade and a stationary fence  
is wrong. Even if your keeper is on the other side of the blade

 
 
As far as I know, on a TS, all the woods are cut between a rotating blade and stationary fence but if it's wrong 

maybe we have to discard all the table saws in the world.  
 
If you look again at the pictures, the fence is not "stationary", it's only guided by the "stationary fence" and it's 

held very firmly BEFORE it enters the blade while the "hold down and out" roller keeps the "movable fence" 

pressed against the "stationary fence" AFTER it passes the blade.  
 
I'm just making use of a tool that is the ABC of every furniture and cabinet maker without spending more money 

on system that I will not use so much (I'm amature).  
 
IMHO, it looks to me more safe to cut a 6 feet long wood on the table saw than stretching myself over or go 

around the wood.  
 
niki

Back to top
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Sat Aug 26, 2006 8:09 am    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

ez dino said  
Quote:

Cutting a piece of wood between a rotating blade and a stationary fence is wrong. Even if your keeper is on the other 
side of the blade

 
As far as I know, on a TS, all the woods are cut between a rotating blade and stationary fence but if it's wrong 

maybe we have to discard all the table saws in the world.

 
Only if you don't know how to use a table saw safely for ripping! When ripping timber the stresses released 

mean that timber can bow sideways. This can result in the timber to the right of the blade being pressed against 

the blade - if you insist on using a long rip fence which extends much past the front of the blade (or a jig 

which effectively acts in the same way) - potentially leading to a kickback if the material is forced onto the 

rising teeth of the blade. The method taught in colleges in Europe since the 1950s or earlier has been to use a 

short rip fence which stops just after the leading edge of the blade. Rip saw manufacturers started to fit short 

sliding fences to their machines in the 1920s or earlier, so the "phenomenon" is well known and understood.  
 

  

 
Wadkin SO rip saw (from 1936 catalogue). Note the short rip fence  
 
With a short rip fence any bowing away from the blade is harmless, into "free space". So, if you rip with the 

short fence a jig simply becomes unnecessary, especially if you have adequate infeed/outfeed support as Niki 

clearly shows on his saw. As to ripping 6ft strips, I'd reduce the lengths I cut to reflect the size I needed - the 

longer the rip the more awkward it becomes on a standard tablesaw. Standard procedure for breaking down is 

always crosscut first, then rip.  
 
Scrit 
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_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Aug 26, 2006 9:15 am    Post subject:  

Hi Scrit  
 
Thank you for your comments.  
 
Some 11~ 12 years ago, I got a kickback (twice) but it was from a TS that was actually CS mounted upside 

down under a table, that was my first TS and I did not know much about kickbacks.  
 
After that, I bought some books and studied about it, bought a bench saw and made my own table and fence that 

I checked for alignment periodically with calipers.  
 
Since then, I never experienced any kickback, maybe I was lucky with the woods that I buy.  
 
After your comment, in other post, I started to use the short fence for initial ripping and the long fence for 

final ripping (just to trim some 1~ 3mm), I hope that I'm doing the correct thing, please comment if I'm not.  
 
I had to cut strips of 6mm to at least 150cm as a glass holding strips, but as you noticed in the pictures, I cut 

them from pre-ripped narrow, 40mm pieces.  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 30, 2006 12:33 pm    Post subject: CS cutting table  

Good day  
 
Fist of all, I would like to thank Andy (LyNx) that gave me the basic idea by posting his "Quick homemade MTF"  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=11196  
 
The setup is not final (as you will see), and I will appreciate any comment for improvement.  
 
I just don't like to cut my workbench any time I cut some board and that's the result...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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LyNx 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 27 Jul 2005 
Posts: 1130 
 

Posted: Wed Aug 30, 2006 1:04 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one mate.  
 
One thing is did notice is when you try and cut sheets thinner than the packing piece. So i have made revisions 

and it's height adjustable, will post pics later. 

_________________ 

Andy
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ByronBlack 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 04 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2722 
 

Posted: Wed Aug 30, 2006 2:41 pm    Post subject:  

These are great idea's!  
 
And i'll definitly be making my own version of the MFT when I get my workshop built - Andy, did you have 

any chance to take a photo of your home-made repeater arm for a festool?

Back to top
 
  

LyNx 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 27 Jul 2005 
Posts: 1130 
 

Posted: Wed Aug 30, 2006 2:51 pm    Post subject:  

BB, i haven't made an arm yet, but i'm looking into it. 

_________________ 

Andy
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Sep 26, 2006 6:47 pm    Post subject: ROS DC improvement  

Good day  
 
I was spending the last few days on sanding.  
 
I made small improvement to the ROS that gives me almost “zero dust” sanding.  
 
You can use any other flexible material instead of the Weather tape (that's what I had at the moment) to clear 

the orbit.  
 
I found the Iron-on tape to be much better than the cardboard that I used on the square sanders.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Oct 24, 2006 6:41 pm    Post subject: CS (or router) Offset plate  

Good day  
 
I have 3 CS"s and each one with different "edge to blade" distance.  

Instead of making separate guide, I made an "Offset plate" for each of them and now, I can use only one 

straight edge for all the three.  
 
You can make it also for the hand held router for different bits.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Oct 29, 2006 9:05 pm    Post subject: T square  

Good day  
 
I would like to share with you my way.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Mon Sep 10, 2007 8:18 pm; edited 1 time in total
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Mon Oct 30, 2006 7:14 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Excellent. I don't know how you keep coming up with these tips.  
 
Thank you,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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Waka 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 08 Mar 2004 
Posts: 2396 
Location: Weymouth 

Posted: Mon Oct 30, 2006 7:21 am    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Very good way of putting together an accurate "T" square. I could do with one of them. 

_________________ 

Waka  
 
The woodkateer who's retired.
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Oct 31, 2006 5:33 pm    Post subject: Measuring tape - version II  

Good day  
 
This version gives me:  

1. Stronger spring action  

2. No clamps needed  

3. Mounting of the tool cord takes seconds and it's safer.  
 
Note: Alter the dimensions according to your ceiling height and tape length.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Aragorn 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 06 Feb 2004 
Posts: 1329 
Location: East Sussex 

Posted: Tue Oct 31, 2006 7:19 pm    Post subject:  

The innovation continues....!  
 
With Festool tools you can even leave the power lead permenantly attached to the wire, and just change over 

the tools.  
 
Yet another great reason to buy Festool (like I needed one!)  

_________________ 

Cheers!  

Aragorn

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Oct 31, 2006 8:38 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Aragorn  
 
I have the "Kress" (Made in Germany) Hammer drill and they have the same "patent", you can connect 2M or 

5M cords.  

My EB TS has the same but "cord is not included".  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Mr_Grimsdale 
BANNED 
 
 
Joined: 05 May 2006 
Posts: 1118 
 

Posted: Wed Nov 01, 2006 10:08 am    Post subject:  

You must enter a message when posting 

 
Last edited by Mr_Grimsdale on Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:50 am; edited 1 time in total
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MarkW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 05 Nov 2004 
Posts: 553 
Location: Welling, Kent 

Posted: Wed Nov 01, 2006 11:50 am    Post subject:  

Mr_Grimsdale wrote:

Niki  
OT but I just wondered if you had noticed Steve Maskery's ingenious set square device here http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=A7RdAQj8nFc  
Just up your street!  
 
cheers  
Jacob

 
 
At the risk of hijacking your thread Niki, and it is in no way intended to detract from your inventiveness - how 

you get anything built and still have time to come up with all this stuff is a mystery to me, the un-named 

squaring device in Steves video is nothing short of a revelation! It really deserves a name, and that name should be 

a "household" one in woodworking circles (maybe it has and this just shows my ignorance). The only trouble is, I 

now have to drag up my schoolboy geometry to figure out why it works. And then of course I have to go 

immediately to the workshop and make one!!  
 
Mark 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Mark  

----------------------------------------------------  
 
"Don't worry dear, it'll pay for itself in no time."
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BANNED 
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You must enter a message when posting 

 
Last edited by Mr_Grimsdale on Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:50 am; edited 1 time in total
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Nov 01, 2006 4:04 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for the link Jacob  

It is indeed ingenious, very innovative idea and so simple to make, I love it.  
 
The idea is simple and at least 3000 years old. Pythagoras was talking but nobody was listening (including me).  
 
Steve Maskery made actually something like 2 triangles with the same length legs. When you put it against a 

frame of exactly 90*, with the center leg at the corner, it creates 2 triangles that the sum of the angles of each 

is 180* but only if the frame that you are checking is exactly 90*, if not, you cannot create 2 triangles of 180* each.  

So, if one leg is short or long the corner is not of 90*  
 
INGENIOUS  
 
Thanks again  

niki

Back to top
 
  

MarkW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 05 Nov 2004 
Posts: 553 
Location: Welling, Kent 

Posted: Wed Nov 01, 2006 4:23 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

The idea is simple and at least 3000 years old. Pythagoras was talking but nobody was listening (including me).  
 
niki

 
 
..maybe a good name would be "Pythagoras' needle" then   
 
surprisingly, after 35 years the geometry came back to me and it was obvious as soon as I sketched it out. 

Can't understand why I've never seen a commercially made version though   
 
Mark 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Mark  

----------------------------------------------------  
 
"Don't worry dear, it'll pay for itself in no time."

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Nov 01, 2006 7:34 pm    Post subject:  

I made the instrument and I was very disappointed (to see that some frames are not square).  
 
It must be made very precisely, any small deviation from the length or not centered apexes, will "cost" you 

in inaccuracy.  
 
To make it more pictorial, I took pictures of 2 different positions.  

You can see that at any position it will create 90* (yellow lines).  

So, if the angle is less than 90*, the center leg (short) will be in the air. If the angle is greater than 90* one of 

the points of the long leg will not touch the frame.  
 
niki  
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 10:47 am    Post subject: Construction Square - checking & adjusting to 90*  

Good day  
 
I would like to share with you my way.  
 
The "Punching" idea is not mine; I saw it on the Net.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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mel 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Jan 2006 
Posts: 464 
Location: NR GRIMSBY 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 3:58 pm    Post subject:  

niki ,  

thats a blOOOOOdy big hammer

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 4:16 pm    Post subject:  

Yes it is, 1kg.  
 
You have to punch is strong, all the idea is that you expand the iron on one side and it causes the square legs 

to "open" or "close".  
 
niki
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chisel 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 25 Sep 2005 
Posts: 663 
Location: North Hampshire 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 8:13 pm    Post subject:  

Has anyone tried it to see if it works ?  
 
Don't have an out of square square to fix, just curious !  
 
Cheers, Paul. 

Back to top
 
  

Nigel 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 19 Jun 2004 
Posts: 202 
Location: North Hampshire 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 8:30 pm    Post subject:  

I have successfully tried that idea on a square I purchased from classic hand tools, it was very simple and effective,  
 
Nigel
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mr spanton 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 30 Sep 2006 
Posts: 478 
Location: North Suffolk 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 9:59 pm    Post subject:  

is that the place at needham market? The prices they charge it should have been a square square     

Once I was an innocent naive lad I thought set squares/framing squares were square but now I know better    

Mind the square in the picture looks like its been in out in out shake it all about was it dropped off a scaffold a 

few times     

_________________ 

#1:- "All oportunities are equal, some are more equal than others"  

#2:- "If the rod's right, the job will come out right"
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colinc 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 30 Nov 2003 
Posts: 206 
Location: South Derbyshire, 
UK 

Posted: Mon Nov 06, 2006 11:18 pm    Post subject:  

Not quite the same but I bought a Marples 12 inch square off Ebay a while back that was clearly not square 

when tested in the normal way, just more than 1/32 inch out over its length. Sunday I finally got frustrated with 

it sitting on the rack and (carefully) gave it sufficient taps with a big mallet to adjust it back to 90 degrees. I have 

to say that I should have done it sooner - a non square square is less than useless.  
 
I'll check it from time to time now to see if it moves back but I suspect I was relieving some old injury and it will 

stay true.  
 
Colin
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Nigel 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 19 Jun 2004 
Posts: 202 
Location: North Hampshire 

Posted: Tue Nov 07, 2006 9:55 pm    Post subject:  

mr spanton wrote:

is that the place at needham market? The prices they charge it should have been a square square 

 
It was second hand and yes I was naive to think it would be square  

as Colin wrote you get fed up with them just sitting there useless so I was pleased to be able to use it after doctoring  
 
Nigel
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Dec 06, 2006 4:02 pm    Post subject: Triangles  

Good day  
 
In the "45* frame cutting sled" I used big plastic triangle.  
 
This triangle is very accurate ($30), so I decided to "Copy" and "past" it.  
 
I leave it to your imagination what you can do with it.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Jorden 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 11 Jan 2005 
Posts: 279 
Location: Leicestershire 

Posted: Wed Dec 06, 2006 9:58 pm    Post subject:  

Nice One   
 
Dennis
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Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Wed Dec 06, 2006 10:12 pm    Post subject:  

We will expect more gems from you now that the weather has you safely tucked up in the warm. I bet its cold 

in Poland now. 

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Dec 06, 2006 10:35 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much  
 
Well, its 8°c at night and 12°c during day time.  

The weather man does not expect any change till the end of the week, so I can push my nose out to the garage 

from time to time.  
 
But it will come, I know...  
 
niki
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Dec 08, 2006 7:27 am    Post subject: Jointing with hand router II  

Good day  
 
If you remember the post "Jointing with hand router", I made small improvement to the "locators" of the 

straight edge so I can just "shave" the edge for edge gluing.  
 
With the new locators, I can choose the thickness that I want to remove starting from zero.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Fri Dec 08, 2006 11:53 am    Post subject:  

hi niki have noticed a flaw in your idea, we can't afford the cigarette boxes, the iron fist of gordon brown takes 

too much tax.     
 
paul 
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scooby 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 23 Mar 2006 
Posts: 247 
 

Posted: Fri Dec 08, 2006 1:30 pm    Post subject:  

Nice work, but at the moment I'm curious to know what zabija is in English?

Back to top
 
  

scooby 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 23 Mar 2006 
Posts: 247 
 

Posted: Fri Dec 08, 2006 1:33 pm    Post subject:  

  
 
Do you use the cardboard spaces to send anonymous letters once you've finished with them? 

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Dec 08, 2006 2:18 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Paul  

UK is nothing, go to Sweden, you can by the Festool EB 55 for the same price   .  
 
Scooby  

Zabija (zabiya) is Killing, you know all those warnings on the cigarettes.  

I think that the alcohol is more killer (we have big problem of drank drivers in Poland).  
 
I cannot think of some good answer to your second question, but I'm still thinking    
 
niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Dec 15, 2006 5:18 pm    Post subject: Checking diagonal, Version IV  

Good day  
 
Well, I knew that version III will not be the final but I hope that this one is.  
 
Losos, is it ok now...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Fri Dec 15, 2006 8:12 pm    Post subject: Diagonals Mk.IV  

Hi Niki,  
 
Only joking  most of the time I have only the 'normal' amount of squeeze out  but I sometimes will need 

the bigger ends so thanks for posting the MkIV version   

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Dec 15, 2006 9:39 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Losos  
 
I know that you were joking, it's just that after you said it, I thought that actually it's easier to slot a big dowel 

and push it to the stick.  
 
The Packing tape is for me, I'm using Polyurethane glue and it grows...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Sat Dec 16, 2006 9:05 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for another excellent idea.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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Logs or round wood cutting jig 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Dec 17, 2006 6:46 pm    Post subject: Logs or round wood cutting jig  

Good evening  
 
In other forum, one of the members said that he is working with logs and round woods and asked for ideas of a jig 

to resaw the logs straight on the Band-saw.  
 
I made small mock-up and I thought that maybe a few of you will be interested.  
 
Although, it's mainly for the Band-saw (that I don't have), I think that it can be used also on the Table saw up 

to some diameter limit.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Waka 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 08 Mar 2004 
Posts: 2396 
Location: Weymouth 

Posted: Mon Dec 18, 2006 5:04 am    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
 
Another useful jig you've put together, thanks for sharing with us. 

_________________ 

Waka  
 
The woodkateer who's retired.
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Dec 20, 2006 5:31 pm    Post subject: Router Lift for amateurs  

Good day  
 
Most of the router tables are actually a cabinet.  
 
I would like to share with you an idea for router lift.  
 
Because I don't use cabinet as router table, I made a mock-up so, a little bit of imagination please...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Wed Dec 20, 2006 5:46 pm    Post subject:  

Great tip - there must be a book in all these tips.  
 
Maybe this warrants a new forum title "Niki's Tips" or "What to do when is too cold outside" 

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/
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Steve Maskery 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Apr 2004 
Posts: 2055 
Location: Nottingham 

Posted: Wed Dec 20, 2006 5:51 pm    Post subject:  

Another great idea Niki.  
 
The only thing one has to be aware of with all these home-made lifter ideas is that the air intake is not blocked. 

Many routers need proper airflow around the motor for cooling, and it's easy to make the pressure pad so large 

that the airflow is impeded.  
 
Yours looks nice and small in the photo, but I just thought I'd mention it in case anyone else makes it up. 

_________________ 

Workshop Essentials: Jigs and Accessories and hardware

Back to top      

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Dec 20, 2006 7:57 pm    Post subject:  

Steve  

Thank you for the remark, I forgot to mention it  
 
I have the Hitachi M8  
 
I removed the backplate and as you can see the center part over the motor/rotor is blocked. Same on the 

back cover.  
 
I glued a metal plate of 20mm diameter, that will not effect the motor cooling.  
 
But to be sure, please check your router  
 
niki  
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seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Wed Dec 20, 2006 8:01 pm    Post subject:  

You are my Guru....  

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 6:24 pm    Post subject: Triangles  

Good day  
 
I would like to share with you what I did with the triangles from the post "Triangles"  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=13123&highlight=  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:03 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Nicki  
 

  
 
see you're back to climb routing , i.e. using the cutter wrong side again   
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:28 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Scrit  
 
When I clicked on this picture URL, somehow, I thought of you and said to myself "what Scrit will say".  
 
Sorry, but it's the best way that it works for me, I added 4mm iron "feather boards" and considering that 

I'm "shaving" only 0.1mm (measured) and using push shoes, I don't feel that it's unsafe but, of course 

everybody can decide for himself.  
 
I posted it on some American forum (WWA), and to my surprise, I'm not the first one to use it, I got reply 

with pictures and the guy is doing it without "feather boards" or pushers, just with his hands.  
 
If you will recommend, I will remove the picture  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

waterhead37 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 14 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5486 
Location: SE London - NW 
Kent 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:34 pm    Post subject:  

Scrit, Niki,  

Unless my eyes deceive me, Niki is not climb routing in the picture. The work is indeed being fed from the left 

hand side but the cutter is cutting the outside face of the workpiece. It will tend to lift the work away from the 

fence (hence the featherboards I guess) but it is in no danger of grabbing the work and hurling it somewhere painful. 

_________________ 

Chris  

Timber Merchants and Old and classic Tool Dealers and My Goldwing Blog

Back to top
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:36 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
I was taught, as any wood machinist is, that climb milling is potentially dangerous and to be used 

extremely sparingly even if its just a 1mm cut, that's all. Hence my note.  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:45 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Scrit  
 
Just small correction, it's 0.1mm (1/10 mm)  
 
Ragrds  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Roger 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 21 Mar 2004 
Posts: 395 
Location: Northern Dales 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:51 pm    Post subject:  

Not the most robust / safest setup in the world  but it isn't Climb Routing going from the left to the right of 

the photograph. I wouldn't go near it with that 'support' in any case but ...........  
 
A reminder of what it COULD have done however if it were done the wrong way:  
 
NOT for the squeamish !!  
 
Finger Accident 

_________________ 

Roger 
 
Last edited by Roger on Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:55 pm; edited 3 times in total

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:52 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Chris  
 
You are correct, I think that what Scrit means is that the workpiece is between the fence and the bit which 

is abnormal usage of router table.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 7:59 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Roger  
 
Personally, I think that one "have to want" and accident on router table, or in other words, use his fingers as a 

push shoe.  
 
That's the reason that I'm using those pushers (also on the table saw).  
 
niki  
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 8:04 pm    Post subject:  
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Sorry, what I meant to say was a trap cut  (i.e. one where there is increased risk of push back or kick 

back because the fence does not reside on the same side as the cutter) and not a climb cut. Still doesn't change 

my opinion on the safety of the issue. There you are, for those of you who want it - an error...... whoo hooo   
 
The reason why it is normal to run with pressure against a fence on the same side of the cut as the fence is two-

fold: firstly it means that the cutter is partly or totally embedded in a fence - a safety issue, and secondly if 

the distant fence is not properly secured the extra pressure against the workpiece can knock the fence back and 

a kickback can occur or inaccurate cuts be produced. The fact that a distant fence arrangement requires that 

timber being pushed through the set-up be pretty much the same size with little or no variation makes me ask 

why do it at all?  
 
Surely the table saw isn't that inaccurate? And believe it or not MDF and plywood are both easily adjusted by either 

a hand plane or a belt sander/linisher or even dare I say it a thicknesser - no lengthy jigs to set up or anything else.  
 
The warnings about injury ring true. From personal experience sticking a finger or thumb onto an (unguarded) 

cutter may bleed for up to a week (on and off and require daily redressing), can take 4 to 8 weeks to heal, leave 

you with partial mobility of the digit for up to 6 months and with a router cutter or saw blade laceration injury 

you'll probably end up losing part of the sense of touch in the digit which may or may not come back with time 

and physio. And that's if you are lucky. Today I met a guy who'd lost three fingers in an accident on an 

improperly guarded spindle moulder, only a small 30mm high beading cutter, too, not a hulking big one. Do I 

feel strongly on this subject - you bet I do  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You. 
 
Last edited by Scrit on Mon Mar 12, 2007 8:24 pm; edited 1 time in total
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 8:23 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Scrit  
 
I was thinking about the Push back or Kick back that's the reason that I sharpen the infeed iron like a chisel and 

it acts like "no back brake" (the iron is spring loaded) but it never got into action (at least not till today).  
 
In any case, I'm standing behind the fence (the straight edge) so even if a kick back occurs, I'm not there.  
 
I'm using this set-up only for "glue-line" or when I want very consistent width.  
 
niki
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 8:36 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
If you really want to know the biggest danger of this cut is when you begin it. If your pressure springs are left off 

or are incorrectly positioned and insufficient pressure is maintained against the fence what in effect amounts to 

a climb cut can occur against the end of the workpiece. It only takes a second or two inattention to have 

the accident. I've made a similar mistake on a pin router - only once and that was enough (brown trousers and 

blood on the machine table)  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 8:45 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Scrit  
 
Because of the "step-by-step" procedure that I have, when I'm setting the bit the two iron bars are folded out, 

it's very difficult for me to forget to spring load the iron bars (unless I do it intentionally).  
 
niki  
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MooreToolsPlease 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 17 Sep 2006 
Posts: 249 
 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 10:01 pm    Post subject:  

Seems to me that particular operation is full of danger.  

I personally would never use a router table in that manner, and it certainly hasn't ever crossed my mind too either.  

After seeing it though one thought that has occurred to me is about the straightness of the jointed edge.  

Assuming that the iron feather boards are putting a reasonable amount of pressure onto the stock, wouldn't 

they simply push out any bow in the length of the stock trying to be jointed?  

I hope I have explained myself clearly  

_________________ 

Cheers,  

Matt

Back to top
 
  

Paul.J 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Sep 2006 
Posts: 1561 
Location: Birmingham. 

Posted: Mon Mar 12, 2007 10:11 pm    Post subject:  

This reminds me of a place i worked at where no one would use the new overarm router they had.  

They kept saying that it's a dangerous machine don't use it.    

When i asked them how they used it they were feeding the work in from the wrong side which just shot the 

piece straight off the table.  

Needless to say when they were shown the correct way it was the best machine in the shop.  

Point being is that even so called machinists don't always know the dangers.    

Paul.J.

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Mar 31, 2007 5:34 am    Post subject: Amatorski Patentski  

G'day mates  
 
If the title sounds like Polish...it is...Amateur's patents  
 
I would like to share with you a few very small "patents" that I made within the years of the hobby that are 

helping me in many operations.  
 
Hope it will help some of the amateurs like me  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Tue Sep 11, 2007 3:42 am; edited 1 time in total
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Sat Mar 31, 2007 6:54 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you so much for sharing your excellent ideas, I really appreciate them.  
 
There are lots of wonderful ideas for me to use.   
 
Cheers,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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promhandicam 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Jun 2006 
Posts: 436 
Location: Lomé, Togo 

Posted: Sat Mar 31, 2007 2:28 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki. Thanks for taking the time to photograph and upload your ideas. I'm sure that you must have enough for 

a book by now!  
 
Cheers and have a good weekend, Steve 

_________________ 

'Personally I'm always ready to learn, although I don't always like being taught' - Winston Churchill
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Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Sat Mar 31, 2007 9:14 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki, once again "tips" to be proud of. I must order another roll of sandpaper.  

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Apr 01, 2007 10:24 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  
 
Yes, thanks a million for all those tips, you are going to publish abook soon aren't you   
 
Failing that I will probably print them off for my own use.  
 
Had to smile when i saw all your notes on the jig in English  

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Evergreen 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2006 
Posts: 315 
Location: Hampshire 

Posted: Sun Apr 01, 2007 6:16 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki.  
 
Brilliant! Only you would think of making special non-slip blocks to raise an item off the bench for painting 

or staining.  
 
Regards.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Apr 01, 2007 6:39 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for your kind replies  
 
I'm glad that you like them  
 
Losos  

Forget about book. Barely I can type a reply to a post (and I have to check it 3 times with the spell checker)   .  
 
niki

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 6:59 pm    Post subject: Sanding Paper everywhere  

Good day  
 
I would like to share with you a few things that I do with sanding paper.  
 
I hope that there is no some safety issue like with my other posts...Unless, the unguarded hand saw blade....   
 
On one of the pics, you will see that I'm gluing the Carpet Tape to a strip of sanding paper. Actually, I took an 

A4 sheet and glue the carpet tape all over it and than, glue it and trimmed. That saves carpet tape and 

sanding paper.  
 
Oh, and I think that I found the safety solution for the notorious "Glue line on router table" (no, I did not give-

up) but, I still have to make and test it (we are not making noise on Sunday in a country that 95% are 

Christians....and 50% criminals...)  
 
Best regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Tue Sep 11, 2007 4:02 am; edited 1 time in total
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tiler99 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Nov 2006 
Posts: 450 
Location: West Mids 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 7:16 pm    Post subject:  

Your inventiveness is amazing Niki. Simple but effective.  I love your ideas (all except the dangerous glue 

line thing)   

_________________ 

I am turning into my dad, i have started keeping bits of wood to stir paint with 

Back to top
 
  

Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 7:24 pm    Post subject:  

Once again you've come up trumps, simple but effective, 1001 ways to use sandpaper   

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/

Back to top
 
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 7:41 pm    Post subject:  

Well done Niki  
 
Thank you for sharing, it is much appreciated.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

Obeone 
BANNED 
 
 
Joined: 13 Jan 2007 
Posts: 38 
 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 7:57 pm    Post subject:  

ever heard of rubber grip matting.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 8:20 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for your kind replies  
 
Tiler99  

If I'll succeed with my experiment, the "Dangerous glue line thing" will become safe (I hope)  
 
Shultzy  

"1001 ways etc" is much better title   
 
Obeon  

If I heard?, I have them under the carpets to prevent them from sliding.  

From my experience, when it gets dusty around and after some usage, they are not so much of "grip matting" and 

as I know they are much more expensive...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

promhandicam 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Jun 2006 
Posts: 436 
Location: Lomé, Togo 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 9:18 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks for all the photos and tips. Two questions. When you are use sandpaper to stop the work moving when 

you are sanding it, does it damage the already finished surface? I've found using an ordinary towel quite 

effective when in stopping things sliding around when I use my 1/2 sheet sander. The other question, do you 

have shares in a company making sandpaper   
 
Steve 

_________________ 

'Personally I'm always ready to learn, although I don't always like being taught' - Winston Churchill

Back to top
 
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Sun Apr 15, 2007 9:51 pm    Post subject:  

nice one niki again, over here we have (often from lidl's) clamps for holding up plaster board whilst you are fixing 

it to the ceiling, might be better than the clamps you used.  
  

paul 

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 4:09 am    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Steve  

I really don't know if it's damaging the other side. I work with Oak and sand it normally down to #120 before 

gluing. After the glue-up, I go again with #120 (short one), #220, #400 and hand sanding with #600 just 

before staining, but then I put the unit on a carpet (they call it here "Remount carpet" that you put on wooden 

floors while renovating).  

Ah, you got me with the shares, I hoped that nobody will notice   
 
Paul  

I even did not know that such a clamp exists. When they built my house I saw them just holding the plaster board 

by hands...maybe because in Poland manpower is cheaper...   

Those rods in the pics costs here about 2 Pounds each.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

promhandicam 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Jun 2006 
Posts: 436 
Location: Lomé, Togo 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 11:50 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
I was just thinking that if you had sanded one face to #400 and then you turn the piece over onto the #120 to 

sand the other side you risk scratching the already finished side. If however you only generally use this set-up to 

hold unfinished work then it isn't a problem. You seem to indicate you have a non abrasive anti slip method 

for finished work.  
 
Have a good week,  
 
Steve 

_________________ 

'Personally I'm always ready to learn, although I don't always like being taught' - Winston Churchill
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Gill 
'Scrolling' Moderator  

 
Joined: 03 Sep 2003 
Posts: 2558 
Location: Worryin' Wood in 
Worcestershire 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 1:09 pm    Post subject:  

I'm certainly learning from this discussion - it's an interesting read  .  
 
Something else that struck me very early in the thread is how much care you would need to take if you visited 

the bathroom in Niki's home   .  
 
Gill 

_________________ 

My scroll saws:  
 
Hegner 2VS, De Walt 788, Diamond, Hegner 1, Spiralux

Back to top
 
  

waterhead37 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 14 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5486 
Location: SE London - NW 
Kent 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 1:26 pm    Post subject:  

Gill wrote:

 
Something else that struck me very early in the thread is how much care you would need to take if you visited the bathroom 
in Niki's home   .  
 
Gill

 
    

_________________ 

Chris  

Timber Merchants and Old and classic Tool Dealers and My Goldwing Blog

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 2:45 pm    Post subject:  

Ok, you "Devils of darkness" (Tom Johns)        
 
Just to prove it to you that I DON'T have sanding paper there, I run and took a picture.  
 
All made by niki, the floor tiles, toilet installation, cabinets, top, sink and even I cut the 400 mm thick wall 

and installed the window.  
 
 

  
 
 
And that's the "dry section" of the bathroom (the "wet" section is in an enclosed room on the right and includes 
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the bath tab and shower.  
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engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 2:59 pm    Post subject:  

so when do you get time for "real work"    
 
very nice niki.  

congratulations  
 
paul 
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tiler99 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Nov 2006 
Posts: 450 
Location: West Mids 

Posted: Mon Apr 16, 2007 3:08 pm    Post subject:  

YOU "MADE" THE TILES     Now i am impressed  

_________________ 

I am turning into my dad, i have started keeping bits of wood to stir paint with 

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Apr 29, 2007 7:11 am    Post subject: Screw clamps - long jaws  

Good day  
 
I have some small screw clamps that are very useful here and there but, I had in mind, already long time, to 

make one with long jaws.  
 
So, in between the "gardening missions" of my wife (planters etc.) I fond some free time to make one and I 

would like to share it with you.  
 
I used 10 mm threaded rod cut to 300 mm.  
 
Sorry for the so unprofessional work but it's a prototype (excuses, excuses, all my jigs and fixers looks like 

a prototype  ).  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Bean 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2004 
Posts: 1462 
Location: scouting about 

Posted: Sun Apr 29, 2007 9:50 am    Post subject:  

Nice one Nikki, well thought out 

_________________ 

Bean  
 
Whoooppsssss
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 8:41 am    Post subject: Drilling small hole over large hole or vice-versa  

Good day  
 
I have a cheap DP and when I want to change the table height I have to unlock the table and while turning it 

left/right pull it up or push it down.  
 
I have no problems till I want to drill a large hole over small hole or vice-versa. In this case you must maintain 

the table at the same position but, if one drill is long and the other is short, you must re-adjust the table height 

and it is very difficult to return to the same position so the large hole will be drilled at the center of the small hole 

or, the small hole over the large hole center.  
 
So, that's what I did  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Last edited by Niki on Tue Sep 11, 2007 4:42 am; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
 
  

kevin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 23 Jan 2006 
Posts: 631 
Location: sunderland 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 12:38 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki, that's one for me to use. Cheers.  

_________________ 

People forget how fast you did a job - but they remember how well you did it.

Back to top
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beejay 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 21 Jan 2005 
Posts: 223 
Location: North Wales 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 1:19 pm    Post subject:  

I was taught alwaysdrill the large hole first then the small. Also when drilling largish holes one surely would use 

a forstner, spade or spur bit which will always leave a centre point as reference for the next bit.  

This seems like solution to a problem that doesn't exist,,, or am i missing something here?   

beejay

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 2:03 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Kevin  
 
Beejay  

I'll give you the case that I had to use it (that is actually on the pics),  
 
I'm cutting "wheels" with the hole saw to be used as "Knobs" for jigs so I cut a few of them in each diameter but, 

at the time of cutting, I don't know for which jig I'll use them so I leave the center hole as it is (6mm) and when 

I need to use them, I decide on the small hole diameter and the large hole diameter.  
 
I'm talking about a case that the small hole is already drilled and I want to drill larger hole over it but at the 

same center.  
 
I can cut the knobs individually for every jig but I prefer to cut a few in a few diameters in one shot (and one 

mess) and have them ready for use.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:01 pm    Post subject:  

interesting idea as usual nik, and i am confused that others should be taught to drill the bigger hole first, 

maybe that's a woodworking plan.  

certainly when i was trained in metal, we always drilled the small hole first, if for no other reason than you 

could always ensure a more accurate hole.  
 
maybe i'm missing something too.  
 
what does impress me is the way you consider a problem and then solve it in the simplest most practical way.  
 
paul 
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Back to top
 
  

motownmartin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 May 2007 
Posts: 924 
Location: Enderby, Leicester 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:28 pm    Post subject:  

engineer one wrote:

interesting idea as usual nik, and i am confused that others should be taught to drill the bigger hole first, maybe that's 
a woodworking plan.  
certainly when i was trained in metal, we always drilled the small hole first, if for no other reason than you could always 
ensure a more accurate hole.  
 
maybe i'm missing something too.  
 
what does impress me is the way you consider a problem and then solve it in the simplest most practical way.  
 
paul 

The other way is to do it on a Lathe, that is if you have one. 

_________________ 

Martin  

If I was an expert I wouldn't be askin silly questions

Back to top
  
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:35 pm    Post subject:  

engineer one wrote:

...... I am confused that others should be taught to drill the bigger hole first, maybe that's a woodworking plan.

 
I'm in complete agreement with beejay - it's because of the way woodworking drills work and the nature of 

the material, Paul. A traditional auger bit has a screw point:  
 

  

 
which needs to "bite" into the timber in order to centre the bit. Without that material the bit will tend to wander 

off and in a hand brace it will be impossible to centre at all. Similarly a brad point bit or spade bit:  
 

  

 

  

 
have points designed to stabilise them as they make the cut. With all of these bits if there is no material in the 
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centre when to drill through there will be a tendency for the drill bit to wander off centre because the cutting 

action across, with and at an angle to the grain results in constantly changing forces on the bit (unlike metals 

which are pretty consistent in comparison) - even if you mount the bit in a 1/2 tonne drill like my recessor 

(see avatar)......... The only exceptions to this are when drilling using "centreless" or "rim guided" tools such as 

a Forstner bit - which is what Niki is using in his example. I, too was taught big hole first, small one second with 

the sole exception being if you had a Forstner bit for the big hole.  
 
To emphasise the point when "drilling" on a CNC router the only way to obtain consistent results if you are 

producing counterbored holes with router bits is to machine the big one first, then the little one - even in MDF - 

whilst in plastics it is much more consistent to work the other way around as the v-point of a standard twist bit:  
 

  

 
can self-centre on the already-drilled pilot hole.  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.

Back to top
 
  

Steve Maskery 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Apr 2004 
Posts: 2055 
Location: Nottingham 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:37 pm    Post subject:  

Paul, that's because twist drills cut differently that wood-boring bits, like a twin-lip and spur.  
 
In metal, the material is dug out by the sharp edges of the tip, essentially working from the centre out.  
 
But with a TL&S, Forstner or spade bit, the edges of the hole are cut before the bulk of the material is cleaned 

out. This relies on the centre-point of the bit having something sound on which to locate. If you drill a small hole 

first, you remove the centre and the bit has noting to locate on and can wander, or worse still, kick as the 

edge makes contact with the workpiece.  
 
Cheers  

Steve  

Edit - Ah the joys of crossing posts. 

_________________ 

Workshop Essentials: Jigs and Accessories and hardware

Back to top      
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engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:39 pm    Post subject:  

so now i know even more, and you have confirmed that it is more specific for wood/ non metallic materials which 

is what i thought.  
 
as usual scrit a full explaination.  
 
paul 

Back to top
 
  

engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:49 pm    Post subject:  

thanks steve, nice to know more than one person understands the differences.  
 
now i know why it took me so long to drill the bench holes last week for the dogs. i used a 12volt dewalt drill 

and 19mm spade bit. next time will use a mains drill    
 
paul 

Back to top
 
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 5:49 pm    Post subject:  

Steve Maskery wrote:

Edit - Ah the joys of crossing posts.

 
Ain't life just a ssshhhh-you-know-waht   
 
Paul, there's actually nothing wrong with Niki's approach so long as the larger drill is a Forstner bit  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun May 20, 2007 7:17 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for the discussion, I also learnt some new things.  
 
I would like to say again that I'm using this method because I like to prepare a bunch of knobs in different 

diameters and later use them for each jig.  
 
Sometimes, I have to enlarge the small hole from the 6 mm of the "hole saw" drill to 8mm or 10mm and than, to 

drill a larger hole for the bolt head, washer or T-nut and it looks to me that that is the only way to do it (on my 

Drill Press).  
 
Another point is that, even if I drill first the large hole but the small hole drill has different length, I shall have 

to change the table height and that's the main point of the try-square, to go back to the same center point.  
 
Of course if you have the more expensive Drill Stand that you change the height by cranking, you don't need 

this method...  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu May 31, 2007 6:10 pm    Post subject: Even bigger triangle - "Copy" and "Past"  

Good day  
 
If you remember the post "Triangle Copy and Past"  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=13123&highlight=  
 
I made bigger 45° triangle 525 x 525 x 740 mm.  
 
I used an Aluminum straight edge after checking with caliper that it has consistent width.  
 
You can use even a plywood strip but it must be consistent in width all along.  

I will not tell you how to make the width very consistent because you will tell me that the workpiece is 

trapped between the bit and the blade and it's dangerous for the public but, you can have a "peep" here  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?p=170042&highlight=#170042  
 
You can stick the straight edge with Carpet tape (if it's Aluminum like mine) or screw it (if its wooden or ply).  
 
You can use any width of straight edge, depends by how much you want to "enlarge" the triangle (I used 80 

mm wide).  
 
The rest is very simple, you just chuck a bearing guided straight bit and "Copy" side after side.  
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Finished all 3 sides  
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Checking for 90° on a straight edge (it's the TS fence)  
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This is my EB PK 255, the triangle is wider than the table  
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Back to the router table with 6 mm straight bit...  
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I had enough plywood to make 2 of them  
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The strip for the base, I made a groove for the triangle and glue 
it with CA (super glue).  
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Regards  

niki 
 
Last edited by Niki on Tue Sep 11, 2007 5:05 am; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
 
  

greggy 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 15 Sep 2006 
Posts: 228 
Location: barnsley 

Posted: Thu May 31, 2007 7:32 pm    Post subject:  

many thanks niki, i now know what to do in the workshop at the weekend cos i need a couple of those soon. and 

the differing sizes come in handy.

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Jun 04, 2007 11:20 pm    Post subject: Tenoning jig for table saw - it's rolling...  

Good day  
 
I know that I'm going to "Get it" (especially from Scrit and Tony) but I'm used to "get it"...don't I...   
 
Anyway, I'm so pleased with what I did and I would like to share it with you  
 
I had it long time in my head and today I did it (after drilling 400mm walls for vents installation).  
 
For the center part I used two 40mm counter top boards (chipboard covered with Formica) and for the sides 

18mm plywood covered with Formica (everything from left-overs).  
 
As Vertical rollers I used iron rollers (just found them in the drawer) but if you are planning to roll it on the table, 

use the plastic ones.  
 
I planned it, to leave some 0.5~1 mm between the Horizontal rollers and the fence, and then, I tight the rollers 

to the fence with the "Bolts".  
 
The travel, is limited by your fence length (maybe I'll make longer fence).  
 
It's rolling nicely without any side play and the test results (on the pics) were excellent...now I have to find 

some project...  
 
And the rest is on the pictures  
 
Regards  
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Last edited by Niki on Sun Jul 22, 2007 1:36 pm; edited 1 time in total
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 7:07 am    Post subject:  

Thanks again Niki, the UK needs a replacement for Concord, I'm sure you are up for the job 
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mrbingley 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 27 Mar 2006 
Posts: 119 
Location: West Yorkshire 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 8:09 am    Post subject:  

Another good idea Niki  .  
 
Chris.

Back to top
 
  

motownmartin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 May 2007 
Posts: 924 
Location: Enderby, Leicester 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 8:20 am    Post subject:  

That is quite ingenius and a great bit of enginering. 

_________________ 

Martin  

If I was an expert I wouldn't be askin silly questions

Back to top
  
  

seaco 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 17 Feb 2005 
Posts: 381 
Location: Somerset 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 12:28 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki and yet again cost pence to make, keep them coming we need creative people like yourself on 

this forum...  

_________________ 

Lee  
 
"All hail to NORM" if he uses it I want one...

Back to top
 
  

kevin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 23 Jan 2006 
Posts: 631 
Location: sunderland 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 2:13 pm    Post subject:  

Nice bit of thinking Niki.  

_________________ 

People forget how fast you did a job - but they remember how well you did it.

Back to top
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Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 2:16 pm    Post subject:  

I like it Nikki, especially the addition of rollers. Very neat.  
 
Might just mak  e one of those 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 3:35 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your kind words  
 
OK Tony  

This time I "passed" you without a scratch   
 
Now lets see what Scrit will say...   
 
Thanks again  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 3:40 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, I can see you don't watch much tv. Another nice jig, well done. 

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/

Back to top
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DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 4:37 pm    Post subject:  

Don't understand how you keep the fence dead parallel to the blade, do you have to do the wing nuts uo 

and measure each time?  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 5:42 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Shultzy  

You are correct, I don't watch TV so much but not because of the jigs, it took me 5~6 hours to build and test 

(and I'm working slowly)  
 
Dom  

the fence is aligned to the blade.  

The left horizontal rollers are actually "stationary" they don't move left or right just run along the fence.  

The right horizontal rollers are "adjustable" but the "adjustment" is only to press the rollers more or less to the 

right side (and by that the left side) of the fence. In no way they will effect the left rollers position.  
 
Just imagine that the left side of the unit would run directly on the fence and pressed to the fence all the time, 

it would run on or with the fence line, all the change is that I installed rollers between the unit and the fence.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 5:57 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki. In that case, nice job   
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.
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promhandicam 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 02 Jun 2006 
Posts: 436 
Location: Lomé, Togo 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 7:56 pm    Post subject:  

That looks really good Niki - as ever you are an inspiration   
 
Just two quick thoughts looking at the design. Firstly, I wonder if it wouldn't be better to put a threaded insert 

into the ply for the adjusting bolt and then putting a locking nut on it. That way, it would be less likely to loosen off 

in use. Secondly, I think that it might be best to have just one handle in the centre of the jig so that when you 

push on it you keep both front and back rollers only have one equally in contact with the fence. As you have it, 

there may be a tendency for the jig to tilt up at one end or the other if you only have one hand on the jig - the 

other perhaps steadying the workpiece.  
 
Keep up the good work,  
 
Steve  

(from a chilly Nairobi  ) 

_________________ 

'Personally I'm always ready to learn, although I don't always like being taught' - Winston Churchill

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Jun 05, 2007 10:10 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Steve  
 
Yes, you can screw a threaded insert or T-nut and secure it with another nut or wing-nut but, I found that the 

thread that I made in the plywood is very tight and the bolt cannot move by itself, the best way is to try it and see.  
 
The unit is quite heavy (I think, 4~5 kg but, with my 63 years, I'm not so sure), the rollers are in a good 

distance and I did not feel any tendency of tilting up.  
 
I made especially two handles. After I finish the set-up (clamping), I'm standing on the right side of the unit with 

my left hand at the rear handle (close to my body) and the right hand at the front handle and I feel that 

I'm controlling the unit.  

Standing on the right of the work, also keeps me out of the "line of fire" if anything goes wrong  
 
Another reason that I use two handles is for "Idiot proof" (or safety proof) for me, that way, I don't have 

another hand to push into the saw blade (I'm using the same "iron rule" on the circular saw, two hands on the 

saw till it stops).  
 
I think that the handles number and location is a personal matter and everybody feels different with the location 
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and number of handles.  

For example, I was working 10 years with the fence located to the left of the blade (homemade table saw) and I 

felt very comfortable and safe with it, with the new table saw I must work with the fence on the right of the 

blade because of it's design and I don't like it "so much"...  
 
By the way, I think that it's much more safe and you have much more control when the work piece and your 

body are at the left side of the blade, you never have to extend your hand over the spinning blade, guarded of 

not...and you can pull your hands toward your body (instinctively) if something goes wrong....but the 

manufacturers are deciding for us...  
 
Best regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

woodbloke 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 13 Apr 2006 
Posts: 2829 
Location: Salisbury 

Posted: Wed Jun 06, 2007 7:10 am    Post subject: Spelling  

devonwoody wrote:

Thanks again Niki, the UK needs a replacement for Concord, I'm sure you are up for the job 

 
DW - Concorde  - Rob 

_________________ 

The most dangerous thing in a workshop is a bit of sandpaper  

Have a look at the Blokeblog here 

Back to top
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View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 4:43 am    Post subject: New router - New table  

Good day  
 
If you expect to see the normal "Furniture" router table...it's not  
 
The table base is a piece of 30 mm thick "Counter-top", 800 x 500 mm covered with 8 mm "Floor panels".  
 
I did not make the fence yet but that's a small problem (the fence will be positioned length-wise)  
 
Regards  

niki  
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mailee 
Master Furnituremaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jun 2005 
Posts: 1449 
Location: grimsby 
Humberside 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 5:02 am    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki. You can certainly come up with some good ideas. I see your new router is the latest Hitachi, How 

do you find it? I have the older version the MV12 mounted in my table and think it is a great machine made for 

the job.  

_________________ 

Never enough hours in the day!

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 7:28 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Mailee  
 
Yes it's the M8V2 (100V -1150W) but I did not "find" it yet, as you could see, yesterday was the first cut (and 

the only one)  
 
My old one is the M8 and it served me (and still in service) for the last 10 years, it's real work horse, I believe 

that the M12V is also work horse (or 3 working horses).  
 
Small secret from Japan.  

The Japanese told me that when the want a good electric tool, they by Hitachi.  

Why not Makita, I asked  

Because Hitachi electric motor is made in Japan and Makita in chiwan, told me they.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

greggy 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 15 Sep 2006 
Posts: 228 
Location: barnsley 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 1:42 pm    Post subject:  

nice one niki, you never cease to amaze me with what you keep comming up with.one question please! what 

make are the drills you got, keep inspireing us, greggy.

Back to top
 
  

patrick anderson 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 11 Jun 2007 
Posts: 7 
 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 1:47 pm    Post subject:  

Nice work Niki, very clever.  
 
Good to know that about hitachi....it's the only brand I buy

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 7:58 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for your kind replies  
 
Greggy  

The drills are made by "National" (Matsushita denki) and are originally 4.8V they were $30 each so I bought 3...  
 
The batteries died some 8 years ago so I connected them to a 12V - 5AH motorcycle battery (2nd pic). I added 

strap so I can carry it on my shoulder if needed.  
 
In the garage I operate them with transformer that can supply 12V - 300W (or 25A), (3rd pic left upper) they 

have some 3 Meters cord that is enough to get to the centre of the garage.  
 
I like them because they are very light (for my old hand) and has enough power for all the drilling and srewing that 

I need.  
 
niki  
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greggy 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 15 Sep 2006 
Posts: 228 
Location: barnsley 

Posted: Thu Jun 14, 2007 2:18 am    Post subject:  

thanks niki, now thats ingenuity, i thought i have not seen them before 

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Thu Jun 14, 2007 6:33 am    Post subject:  

Interesting thread again.  
 
Your comments re the battery operated drills was interesting, I had previously read that running these tools 

needed heavy duty wiring and required other complicated electronic calculations.  
 
Perhaps you would advise further.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 14, 2007 12:47 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
I'm lucky that I'm not some electric engineer or so otherwise, I would not try nothing.  

I know only the basics so I'll give you the facts...  
 
First, you cannot draw a big amount (Amperage) from Lead-Acid accumulator as you can from NI-Cad battery, 

that's why they use the Ni-Cad or the more advanced.  
 
But, even with the Lead-Acid, I get enough power (torque) to drill 10 mm holes or to screw 5 mm screws 

without drilling pilot hole.  
 
I checked the max Amperage draw and it was 7~8 Amperes while holding the drill head so it cannot turn.  
 
I'm using 2 mm or 1.5 mm wire cords.  

According to the AWG, 1.5 mm wire can carry ~15 Amperes and 2 mm wire ~20Ampares.  
 
I have a 12V drill and I made special connection (from the dead battery case) and it works perfect.  

  
 
I made the same for a 9.6V jig saw  

  
 
I'm using car quick-disconnects as in the pic below  

  
 
Hope it helps  

niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 15, 2007 9:09 pm    Post subject: All seasons crosscut sled for TS  

Good evening  
 
Today, I was working on the router table fence, the "Fence/Bit" precision distance system and the "Fence 

stops" precision positioning system.  
 
I took some 3 Tons of pics but I have to "Delete", "Sharpen", "Add Text" etc and it will take some time to post.  
 
In between, I needed a sled to cut small (and not so small) pieces so I made one in 15~20 minutes from the 

"Floor Panels" left-over that I used for the router table.  
 
I called it "All seasons sled" because temp and humidity changes are not effecting the sled runners that usually 

are expanding and contracting with humidity changes.  
 
The sled is always tight, without any "Side play" and can be "re-adjusted" in seconds.  
 
Because of the construction method, everything is very square to the blade and no need of "Two cut test" or "Five 

cut test"...it's dead 90°...as long as the blade is parallel to the miter slot and your triangle is accurate...  
 
And last, it's sliding, actually half rolling, and is very, very easy to push-pull.  
 
Many variations can be done on this sled and I leave it to your imagination (I have a few ideas).  
 
Sorry but I did not take any pics of the WIP so if you have any questions, I'm here...  
 
Regards  
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Sat Jun 16, 2007 7:20 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Another cleverly executed solution.  
 
Well done.  
 
Cheers  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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kevin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 23 Jan 2006 
Posts: 631 
Location: sunderland 

Posted: Sat Jun 16, 2007 12:19 pm    Post subject:  

Nice job Niki, just what i'm looking for.  

_________________ 

People forget how fast you did a job - but they remember how well you did it.
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greggy 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 15 Sep 2006 
Posts: 228 
Location: barnsley 

Posted: Sat Jun 16, 2007 1:28 pm    Post subject:  

niki, how do i get to make one of them triangles, i carnt find the post 

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jun 16, 2007 2:31 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you for your kind words  
 
Today, I made a "step-by-step" pics but it's too many pics (56) to post...  
 
Greggy  

There are 3 posts...  
 
http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=13123&highlight=  
 
http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=15372&highlight=  
 
http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=17100&highlight=  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

greggy 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 15 Sep 2006 
Posts: 228 
Location: barnsley 

Posted: Sat Jun 16, 2007 3:09 pm    Post subject:  

thanks niki, 
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jun 24, 2007 5:01 am    Post subject: Router table T-fence  

Good day  
 
So, I made my new router table and of course I had to make new fence...  

So, I took the camera and went to the garage...  
 
I would like to share with you my method, nothing new, I made it also for the old router table and for the DP but if 

it will help one of the new-comers to the hobby...I made my money...  
 
As you will see, I'm using a T-fence that positions the fence in parallel to the table...for me it's very 

important because all my "Bit to Fence" distance settings (I'll post it later) depends on parallel fence...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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woody67 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 24 May 2007 
Posts: 191 
Location: Cumbria 

Posted: Sun Jun 24, 2007 11:31 am    Post subject:  

Great stuff Niki - guess where I'm off and what to do!   
 
Woody 

_________________ 

How much wood can a woodchuck chuck ? (through a window in my case!!)

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jun 27, 2007 4:23 am    Post subject: Router table fence setting  

Good day  
 
To set the Fence/Bit distance I'm using this simple set-up with caliper (modified).  
 
You can measure the distance with the same set-up using ruler but I prefer the caliper even though it requires 

some simple calculation.  
 
The caliper shows the distance between the fence and the far end of the bit so, if the bit diameter is 10 mm and 

the caliper shows 20 mm, I know that the cut will start at 10 mm and will end at 20 mm from the fence.  
 
Maybe it looks like too much work, but, I have to do it only once...and the precision that I get...  
 
It's very easy to modify the caliper...takes some 5 min, some 3 pieces from the scrap box and a few drops of CA...

(I have a step-by-step pics and will post separately).  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Thu Jun 28, 2007 7:32 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Did you also check the fence is actually straight before doing this?  
 
Many (most?) aluminium extrusions are not in fact particulalry straight and this could make your error larger 

than you think 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.
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Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Thu Jun 28, 2007 7:40 pm    Post subject:  

In fact the other thing about rip fence alignment is that you should be taking into account the effect of vibration 

in the rising teeth of the blade. That means, in effect, thet the rip fence shouldn't be parallel at all, but instead have 

a tiny amount of "toe out" or freeboard to accommodate the vibrations in the blade. This slight angle is 

almost impossible to measure with a gauge of any description, but it is possible to hear it when making test cuts - 

a short piece should make a lot of noise as it is cut by the falling (leading) teeth, but should make very little 

contact with the rising (rear) teeth. In other words you should hear just a scratching sound rather than the full-

bore cutting sound. This is how high accuracy commercial panel saws are set-up and the same rule applies to 

setting the sliding carraige.  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Jun 28, 2007 8:22 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Tony  

I did check the rip fence against my long Aluminum straight edge and for thickness consistent with caliper and 

it's straight...maybe because it's Elektra-Beckum....  
 
Scrit  

When I saw your name, my first thought was "Oh oh, I'm going to be scold for "No blade guard""...Just joking...   
 
Thank you so much for your perfect explanation (well, as usual) and now that you mentioned it, I remember 

that sometimes I could hear the back teeth cutting and I said to myself; It's not good.  
 
After this alignment, I made a few cuts of Floor panels and as the panel left the front teeth it became more quite so 

I assume that it's ok (probably, I was lucky)  
 
But then, if you set one side to "tow-out" with the rip fence, when you cut from the other side of the blade (say, 

with miter gauge or sliding table), you get "Tow-in"...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Scrit 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 16 Sep 2002 
Posts: 3814 
Location: Manchester 

Posted: Thu Jun 28, 2007 8:36 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

But then, if you set one side to "tow-out" with the rip fence, when you cut from the other side of the blade (say, with 
miter gauge or sliding table), you get "Tow-in"...

 
Technically you should get freeboard on both sides of the blade for the rip fence and the sliding carraige, so 

they would both be a tiny amount out of parallel (and that's how they set-up Altendorfs, Martins, Panhans, etc). 

Of course with a pair of mitre slots you'd need to check that they are both parallel to the blade as there's no 

other way of setting up sensibly, which means the rip fence isn't paralle whilst the mitre slot is......  
 
Scrit 

_________________ 

Customer Feedback (no stamp required) Have you found this post helpful? Please tick the appropriate box, tear 

along the dotted line and return to UK Workshop: • Very helpful • OK • A bit prescriptive • Unintelligible Thank You.
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Shultzy 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Oct 2006 
Posts: 756 
Location: Near Lichfield, 
Staffordshire 

Posted: Thu Jun 28, 2007 9:00 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, just an observation, your dial gauge reads 10.605 doesn't it? 

_________________ 

Photo's at http://shultzy.fotopic.net/
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jun 29, 2007 5:14 am    Post subject:  

Oooops     
 
you are correct Shultzy...  
 
Actually the caliper is reading in mm and it should be 106.05 mm...  
 
Ah, this Metric....
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jul 01, 2007 8:01 pm    Post subject: Caliper modification  

Good day  
 
On the post "router table fence setting" and the "Lo-tech TS blade alignment", I used some kind of modified caliper.  
 
I would like to share with you the way I made it.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Green 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 13 Mar 2007 
Posts: 102 
Location: East Lothian 

Posted: Sun Jul 01, 2007 8:11 pm    Post subject:  

High five!
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 04, 2007 8:40 pm    Post subject: My first box (finger) joint  

Good day  
 
If you remember, I made a roller sled on my new router table.  
 
To test it, I made this box  
 
Still many things to improve (clamping system, higher fence and dust collection) but it works...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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NickWelford 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 06 Sep 2006 
Posts: 252 
Location: South Lincolnshire. 
UK 

Posted: Thu Jul 05, 2007 8:47 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  

Like your WIP style - good pics and easy to follow - box came out reasonably well for a first attempt. Well done. 

_________________ 

Nick  
 
>> Inside every older person is a younger person wondering, "WTF happened?" <<

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 07, 2007 1:21 pm    Post subject: Rolling Mortise jig for router table  

Good day  
 
It was running in my head for long time and now that I made the new router table, I made it.  
 
I did not make any project yet just a test that you can see on the last 2 pics but it's working nice.  
 
The setting might look very long (on the pics) but actually it's very short. The "Fence stops" are set only one 

time and the "Roller unit stops", two times (one for left and one for right) but it takes seconds.  
 
On the test, I cranked the router up in increments of 3~4 mm but I felt that I could lift more for each pass.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Andy Pullen 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 07 Apr 2007 
Posts: 277 
Location: Kettering Northants 

Posted: Sat Jul 07, 2007 1:30 pm    Post subject:  

Very nice and very well explained.

Back to top
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mrbingley 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 27 Mar 2006 
Posts: 119 
Location: West Yorkshire 

Posted: Sat Jul 07, 2007 9:28 pm    Post subject:  

Another cracking idea Niki.   
 
I'm surprised that you have any time left to build furniture.   
 
 
Chris.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 07, 2007 10:40 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Chris  

I'm in hobby already 13 years and it's the first summer that I don't have any "orders" but I know that they will 

come and I decided to improve my "machines" for the "rainy day" (table saw and router table, I don't have any 

other except some sanders and drills).  
 
Sometimes, I think that building jigs is even more interesting than building furniture...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Sun Jul 08, 2007 6:50 am    Post subject:  

Thanks again for another good idea.  
 
My only criticism would be is how deep can you make your mortises?

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Jul 08, 2007 8:01 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Devnwoody  
 
It depends on the bit length (including the shank), I have 6, 8, and 10 mm bits that are 70 mm long, let's say that 

20 mm are going into the collet, I think that I can go up to 45~50 mm depth.  
 
niki
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 5:57 pm    Post subject: Router Lift  

Good day  
 
After I made the Mortising jig for the router table, I thought that to bent under the bench every pass to lift the bit, 

is too much for my old back so I made a simple lift.  
 
The lifting mechanism is located on the right side (behind the fence) so it will not interfere with any operation.  
 
It takes some 30 seconds to install it and I'll probably improve a few things with time and experience.  
 
It works very smooth (after a drop of oil in the T-nut) and takes some 25 turns from "bit level with the 

table" (2~3 mm below) to "bit 35 mm above the table".  
 
Regards  

niki  
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lugo35 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 09 Jan 2006 
Posts: 411 
Location: south wales 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 6:07 pm    Post subject:  

looks good idea. i have been told a scissor jack for a car another way.need to bend down tho 
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JFC 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 30 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2077 
Location: London 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 6:50 pm    Post subject:  

 I nearly wet myself !!!! 

_________________ 

JFC has left the building .

Back to top
  
  

DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 7:13 pm    Post subject:  

It just gets better and better    
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
  
  

Alex 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 31 Mar 2007 
Posts: 44 
Location: Derby 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 9:14 pm    Post subject:  

Hi, great bit of inovation you have there. The only thing that worries me on these lifts and it could be nothing 

but could the router bit ride up in use and spoil a moulding or worse through your hand when you think your 

fine doing rebating. 

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Jul 13, 2007 11:05 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Alex  
 
I did not make any work (yet) with this lift but I made it just for Mortising on router table.  
 
The idea is to first crank the bit up to the final height (I'm checking with caliper), set the depth stop, lower the 

bit and during mortising crank it up by 2~3 turns after each pass till I hit the depth stop.  
 
niki
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Sat Jul 14, 2007 6:16 am    Post subject:  

Best of luck Niki, but I have got a Triton and so your device is not needed . 

Back to top
 
  

Alex 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 31 Mar 2007 
Posts: 44 
Location: Derby 

Posted: Sat Jul 14, 2007 8:47 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki, i suppose setting the final depth should limit mistakes. I've always wanted to fix a digital caliper to the 

depth stop, with your genius innovative maybe it could be another addition.   

alex

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 14, 2007 9:27 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Alex  
 
This modified caliper is so useful for me, I use it even to set the "Fence - Blade" distance on the table saw (or 

to adjust the measuring scale of the table)...and it's so easy to make it...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

mel 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Jan 2006 
Posts: 464 
Location: NR GRIMSBY 

Posted: Sat Jul 14, 2007 10:03 pm    Post subject:  

3" x 2" on a fulcrum style lever  

just like the ancient egyptians   
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 21, 2007 5:09 am    Post subject: Rolling Mortise Jig - The test  

Good day  
 
So, I made the "Rolling mortise jig" http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=17828&highlight=  

And the "Router lift" http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=17945&highlight=  

And yesterday I tested it for the first time.  
 
I started the first mortise by cranking the "Lift" up 3~4 turns and push-pull the sled and another 3~4 turns 

and another push-pull.  
 
But then, I realized that actually there is no "Fence side" and I can push or pull the sled.  
 
I ended up working simultaneously with both hands...the left hand pushing and pulling the sled and the right 

hand, rotating the Lift continuously...every mortise took me some 15~20 seconds (48 mm long and 20 mm deep).  
 
I cannot tell how long took me all the 8 mortises because taking the pics (136) in-between took me much more 

time than all the mortising.  
 
The jig is not limited only to "edge mortising", if you mark the mortise location, remove the "sled stops", and 

align the marking with the "locator", you can make it anywhere along the board.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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waterhead37 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 14 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5486 
Location: SE London - NW 
Kent 

Posted: Sat Jul 21, 2007 6:13 am    Post subject:  

Niki,  

Many congratulations! Yet another example of your wonderful inventiveness! 

_________________ 

Chris  

Timber Merchants and Old and classic Tool Dealers and My Goldwing Blog
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Jul 21, 2007 10:00 am    Post subject:  

Thank you for your compliments Chris  
 
Necessity, low skills and laziness leads to invention   
 
I heard that most of the inventions were made by lazy people...  
 
Regards  

niki
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 2:08 pm    Post subject: Hold-down clamps for...everything (LARGE PHOTOS)  

Good day  
 
There are many methods and instruments for "Hold down clamps" and I think that I know most of them including 

the "You can buy at..." method that I don't like so much   
 
So, I made them myself to fit to the my jigs.  
 
As you will see, it's so easy and cheap to make them and you can even use one, for a few tasks.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 2:32 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for sharing. That is excellent.  
 
Cheers,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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AndyT 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 24 Jul 2007 
Posts: 31 
Location: Bristol 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 2:58 pm    Post subject:  

Seconded! It's really generous of you Niki to take the time and trouble to give us all the benefit of your 

ingenuity. And I like the way you include extra details - like the easy way to taper the ends of the cut rod, and 

the shoe polish.  
 
Andy

Back to top
 
  

oldsoke 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 04 Dec 2004 
Posts: 773 
Location: Peterborough 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 4:09 pm    Post subject:  

Superb! So clear and easy to understand, thanks Niki  
 
(You've set one hell of a standard for 'how to' posts  ) 

_________________ 

Graham  

I turn wood... because I can!

Back to top
   
  

woody67 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 24 May 2007 
Posts: 191 
Location: Cumbria 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 5:16 pm    Post subject:  

WONDERFUL Niki - one day..................... I might give some of your amazing techniques a bash!!    
 
Thank you  
 
Woody  

_________________ 

How much wood can a woodchuck chuck ? (through a window in my case!!)

Back to top
 
  

halken 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 07 Jul 2007 
Posts: 45 
Location: SUNDERLAND 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 5:42 pm    Post subject:  

Well done i think you have done a grand job. Its just the sort of thing a newcomer like me wants to see. More 

posts like this please 

_________________ 

KENNY
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 7:35 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your very kind replies  
 
I forgot (well, at the age of 62+....) and nobody ask why I'm using the knob with wing nut...  
 
In the case that I work with the same thickness boards, I adjust the threaded rod height, lock it with the wing 

nut, and clamp/un-clamp only with the knob....please have a look at the pics...  
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engineer one 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 25 May 2005 
Posts: 3070 
Location: Wembley, Middx 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 9:25 pm    Post subject:  

as usual niki good work well explained.  
 
sure you know this, but the accepted way in the engineering world of bodging when cutting threaded rods is to 

leave a nut on the rod below the cut so that after wards you remove the nut and that raises the thread so you 

can get a nut back on. iwould suggest that you try this next time with your grinding method. leave the nut on 

the rod, round over as you do, then move the nut back to the top, any waste will then come off with the nut, and 

it really will be easy to put back.  
 
paul 
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 9:56 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Paul  
 
I know this method (I better know...I was aircraft mechanic 13 years) and I'm using it when I'm cutting bolts 

that cannot be chucked in the drill (and have to file them by hand).  
 
With the threaded rod, I found that I don't need it, the grinding gives me almost factory edge and very smooth 

entry of the nut.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

woodshavings 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 20 Mar 2003 
Posts: 519 
Location: Hampshire 

Posted: Wed Jul 25, 2007 10:33 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, thanks for your excellent ideas - very much appreciated.  

John

Back to top    
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 14, 2007 11:14 pm    Post subject: Cutting very small pieces on table saw  

Good day  
 
Sometimes I need to cut very small pieces for jigs or other things and instead of passing my fingers "very carefully" 

2 mm from the blade, I made this simple thingy...  
 
Hope that it will help you too  
 
Regards  

niki  
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DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 6:26 am    Post subject:  

One of the better methods I have seen suggested.  
 
But I feel it important to point out that when cutting very small pieces, no matter the method, they have a 

tendency to turn in on themselves ( picture 14 ) and the blade will often catch them and throw them out at a 

very high speed. worse still making multiple cuts and not clearing the pieces away leads to an accumulation 

and again the likelihood of them catching the blade,Always be aware.  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.
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devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 6:48 am    Post subject:  

Thanks again Niki, I also have this concern on cutting small pieces like many other here.  

I think you have shown a realistic attempt at solving the problem but I also think a helmet/face mask would then 

be an additional safety requirement (I've got the Triton resperator) because if something does go haywire 

things could fly about.

Back to top
 
  

WiZeR 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 03 Mar 2005 
Posts: 2377 
Location: NW Kent 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:00 am    Post subject:  

thanks niki, genius as usual  
 
Are chainmail gloves a realistic option for those wanting to keep their digits? 

_________________ 

==================================================================  

The man with the questions but not the answers  
 
(If you are reading an old post by me and the pictures are missing, this was due to a hosting problem. The 

pictures will be back soon. PM me if I have forgotten something.)

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:18 am    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your kind words  
 
If I understand correctly, you are concerned about the off-cut pieces that can fly away...  
 
I think that, because I'm cutting small pieces, the off-cuts will never fall at the rear side (or the rear half) of 

the blade (or upward teeth) but always will remain at the front side of the blade (or the downward teeth).  
 
Another point is, if you noticed, I'm using "high blade" and the downward teeth angle is very steep...maybe, if 

the blade is set "low", the shallow angle of the downward teeth can catch the off-cut and through it (I'm not sure 

that it can happen because it never happened to me) but, in any case, I'm standing on the left of the blade (just 

to take the picture, I was on the right side...btw, they are "live" pictures taken during the actual cut).  
 
Maybe tomorrow (today is a church holiday - no work), I'll make an experiment and push the off-cut pieces 
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(several times) into the blade (with a looong push stick) and see what will happen.  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:23 am    Post subject:  

I'll make an experiment and push the off-cut pieces (several times) into the blade (with a looong push stick) and 

see what will happen.  
 
 
 
Niki, do you want to borrow my helmet / mask?  
 
If you do get a trap at the front end (Ive had one) Things really go with a bang.  
 
Take care.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 7:33 am    Post subject:  

Hi Devonwoody  
 
Thanks for the offer  I'm going to stand some 1 Meter behind at 45° to the blade...  
 
Usually things are flying forward...as list in my experience...  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

Evergreen 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2006 
Posts: 315 
Location: Hampshire 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 8:05 am    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Once again, I marvel at your ingenuity. But wouldn't it be much quicker, simpler and safer to use a tenon saw 

or Japanese pull saw and a bench hook?  
 
Regards.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 8:26 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Evergreen  
 
I want it to be straight and square...don't I   
 
Sorry but my hand tools skills are very close to zero, so I have to "invent" other methods that will do the job 

for me...     
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

DaveL 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 19 Oct 2002 
Posts: 3088 
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 8:32 am    Post subject:  

WiZeR wrote:

Are chainmail gloves a realistic option for those wanting to keep their digits?

 
Chain mail gloves are used by butchers and sometimes by carvers, I have looked at then in a catalogue, they 

were only for use as protection for hand powered blade and should not be used with machine tooling. I think 

with chain mail there is still the risk of it snagging and pulling you into the machine, even if it could withstand 

the cutting forces present. 

_________________ 

Regards,  
 
Dave  
 
I do not have a tool problem, I can stop using them any time I like!

Back to top     

DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 5:30 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki I wasn't criticising your methods because even when cutting a small piece off a longer length there is 

that risk.  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 5:55 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Dom  
 
First, you can and it's even good to criticize because sometimes, one cannot see "all the picture" and any one 

that adds, like you, just helps me and others to see wider picture.  
 
Second, I don't see it as criticism but as an important note.  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 6:03 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Niki, you're a gentleman.  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
  
  

JFC 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 30 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2077 
Location: London 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 6:16 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki . Did you name your dog after a push stick by any chance ?  

_________________ 

JFC has left the building .

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 15, 2007 6:29 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you JFC  
 
I didn't think about this possibility...  
 
Pusha, in Polish is "Woolen ball", she was born in Poland to my wife's sister (well, not directly) and looked like 

a woolen ball so she named her Pusha.  

at the age of 4 months, my wife took her to Japan and than she moved with us from Japan to Israel and back 

to Poland...  
 
niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Aug 23, 2007 7:46 pm    Post subject: Do you have a Saw board (AKA - circular saw guide)  

Good day  
 
....If you don't have the Saw board, you can make this jig from Plywood/Melamine/MDF.  
 
I have one and instead of making a special board for cutting tapers, I used it as "double function" (you know that 

I love them cheap, easy and fast)  
 
The idea is not new and has many versions...this one is my version...  
 
Well, enough words...you have 34 pictures to see...   
 
Best regards  

niki  
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RogerM 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 04 Mar 2006 
Posts: 299 
Location: Devon 

Posted: Thu Aug 23, 2007 8:02 pm    Post subject:  

Niki - what can I say? Another great idea to plagiarise! I for one am always grateful for the time and care you put 

in to your posts. They must be time consuming to prepare, but very definitely worthwhile. Thank you. 

_________________ 

Regards, Roger  
 
www.wehanghere.com

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Aug 24, 2007 7:25 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Roger  
 
It does take time but, it's part of the hobby....otherwise, I shall end-up working all day in the garage...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Fri Aug 24, 2007 7:46 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you for another excellent post. I just love the simplicity.  
 
Cheers,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Fri Aug 24, 2007 7:46 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thanks for the effort you've put into this post. A very useful jig.  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Aug 24, 2007 8:48 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Neil and Brian  
 
Neil  

"Simple" is my middle name...no, I just invented it now, actually, I don't have middle name  ...but, I also 

don't have the resources and knowledge to make it more sophisticated   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 7:29 am    Post subject: Crosscut Sled - my way  

Good day  
 
I would like to share with you my method.  
 
First, check the alignment of the blade to the miter slots.  
 
The idea is very simple, I make part of the sled, cut the kerf and refer to it as a reference point (or line) to 

position the "Back Fence" square to the kerf by "locking" everything together.  
 
I discovered that the plastic drawing triangles are very, very accurate, and I use them to locate the fence 

(actually, as you will see, I'm using the shop-made triangles that were "copied" from the plastic one).  
 
By cutting the Runners 1 mm narrower than the miter slot width, it's very easy and fast to cut the runners and, 

I think, will eliminate any binding due to expansion with humidity changes.  
 
My table saw is different and has only one miter slot, so I made some kind of "fiction" miter slots for the guys 

with the "normal" table saw...(I think everybody except me)  
 
It took me around 1½ hours to make it (including 148 pics), so I assume that it should take you 2~2½ 

hours, considering that you have to prepare the parts (I used scraps from around the garage).  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Mike.C 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 14 Jun 2003 
Posts: 1556 
Location: Scotland 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 7:54 am    Post subject:  

Once again thank you Niki, another masterpiece.  
 
Cheers  
 
Mike

Back to top
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Fecn 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 29 Aug 2006 
Posts: 534 
Location: Wilds of Surrey 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 8:08 am    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki - I do like your posts. I still have to get around to making myself a crosscut sled... but when I do, 

it'll look rather a lot like yours   
 
Cheers. 

_________________ 

Neither wind, nor rain, nor dark of night... shall keep me from my shed tonight.

Back to top
 
  

tombo 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 26 Feb 2005 
Posts: 321 
Location: Wirral, UK 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 9:12 am    Post subject:  

niki,  
 
I used to have an EB saw like yours, one of the things i did not like about it is the miter slot arrangment.  

To change the blade you remove a section of the table top which contains the miter slot.  

Just thinking that if you are depending on this slot for squareness it could all be knocked out of whack when 

you change the blade.  

Also that saw does not have a slot on the right side of the blade, could the sled suffer any twist with respect to 

the miter slot and blade when pushing through a cut?  

I did ponder making a sled for my saw before i sold it and thought it would be better to reference from both sides 

of the table and ignore the miterslot all together  
 
Tom 

_________________ 

he who dies with the most tools, wins!

Back to top
 
  

devonwoody 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 11 Apr 2004 
Posts: 4115 
Location: devon 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 10:12 am    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki, not in need of your jig at the moment (I'm a triton user) but one day maybe you jig will be needed.  
 
By the way, those clamps with the black bars and problem plastic buttons, I am having trouble again with mine

( I have the bolt instead of plastic lug) they seem to slacken off after clamping up tight after a short while on the job.  

Do yours?

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 10:43 am    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Tom  

I'm sorry but on my model (PK-255) the miter slot is not on the plate that I remove for blade change but, one 

plate to the left so the miter slot does not "move" and it is the reference line when I align the blade.  
 
I'm using a sled that is sliding on 3 points, 2 rails, one on each side of the saw table and the miter slot and it's 

very stable.  
 
My EB, is equipped with the Sliding Table so actually, does not need any miter slot (it looks to me that was 

the intention of EB) and they made one for reference to align the blade and for the guys that did not buy the 

Sliding Table.  
 
Devonwoody  

I did not experience any sliding after changing the hinge to bolt.  

Try to grind the narrow sides of the black bar with #40, it helped me to get rid of the "sliding back" (I hope that 

I understood correctly what you mean).  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

lemonjeff 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 24 Oct 2006 
Posts: 67 
Location: Clacton on Sea 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 12:25 pm    Post subject:  

devonwoody wrote:

By the way, those clamps with the black bars and problem plastic buttons, I am having trouble again with mine( I have the 
bolt instead of plastic lug) they seem to slacken off after clamping up tight after a short while on the job.  
Do yours?

 
 
I used Niki's tip on my Lidl/Aldi clamps. As Niki's says rub some very coarse grit, I used a 40grit sanding disc 

across the round edges of the bar. This forms shallow grooves and allows the mechanism to grip better.  
 
Jeff.

Back to top
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DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 5:19 pm    Post subject:  

That's neat Niki, trouble is what if someone doesn't have a belly.   
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 7:17 pm    Post subject:  

DomValente wrote:

That's neat Niki, trouble is what if someone doesn't have a belly.  

 
 
...He has two options;  

To call his neighbor with his "Beer Belly" or,  

Start drinking beer...it will take 6 months and you can make the sled...   
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Tue Aug 28, 2007 8:33 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks for that Niki,  
 
I recently made a crosscut sled similar to yours and struggled to get the back fence nice and square. I got it as 

close as I could but I think it is still out a little bit. It hasn't proved to be a problem so far but I'm sure it's only 

a matter of time.  
 
Using your method of clamping two set squares to the plywood in the blade kerf is excellent and a method I shall 

be using to fix my sled,  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Aug 29, 2007 5:21 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Brian  
 
I'm just sorry that I posted it too late for you...  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 7:44 pm    Post subject: Knobs - easy, fast and cheap  

Good day  
 
As you noticed, I'm using many knobs for my jigs and I made them in many methods until one morning, after the 

3rd coffee kicked in, I realized that I'm "wasting time and money" for something so simple...that I'm not going to 

put in the living room...  
 
So I made them simple but, during the process, I thought, "How said that a knob must be round...actually, it's just 

a lever to turn and tight a nut or bolt"...so I made it even simpler.  
 
I stopped using bolts because it's much cheaper to buy Threaded Rod and cut it to the required dimension and 

from one, I can make many "bolts" and don't have to run to the shop for every bolt length.  
 
So, here are my latest knobs (not exactly)...   
 
Best Regards  

niki  
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brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 7:53 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Brilliantly simple as usual.  
 
I like the way you've used blur to show the turning knobs  
 
Please don't stop with your wonderful ideas,  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…
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Gill 
'Scrolling' Moderator  

 
Joined: 03 Sep 2003 
Posts: 2558 
Location: Worryin' Wood in 
Worcestershire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 7:55 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, you're a star  . I enjoy your helpful posts so much.  
 
Gill

Back to top
 
  

DaveL 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 19 Oct 2002 
Posts: 3088 
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 7:59 pm    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
Another good idea.   
 
I have made knobs in the past, not quite the same as your, but making your own is great as you can vary the size 

if required. 

_________________ 

Regards,  
 
Dave  
 
I do not have a tool problem, I can stop using them any time I like!

Back to top     

DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:01 pm    Post subject:  

I have a question Niki, how do you write on the photographs ?  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.
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NeilO 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 01 Mar 2006 
Posts: 360 
Location: Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:05 pm    Post subject:  

Hi Niki,  

Practical, informative and easy to follow as usual, well done..  
 
I take it you "lock" the nut to the Tee nut using superglue, I used to used nylocs, but find even these work 

loose eventually.  
 
I cant make my own router bits, but thanks to you Niki, I will never have to buy another knob for any jig I make.... 

_________________ 

Thanks, Neil  
 
If its true and we learn from our mistakes... I must be a genius.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:42 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your compliments  
 
Brian  

I will not...the new post is in the "kitchen" cooking....  
 
Dom  

I'm using Faststone (just Google) picture editor.  
 
Neil  

Sorry, when I said "lock", I meant that I'm tightening the nut over the T-nut with a wrench so, the bolt is "locked" 

to the nuts.  

You can add superglue but I think that it's not required (I used to put superglue on flying models engine nuts 

to prevent them from opening due to the strong vibrations of the engine).  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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DomValente 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 20 Apr 2005 
Posts: 1908 
Location: South Hertfordshire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:45 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki  
 
Dom 

_________________ 

The man who never made a mistake, never made anything.

Back to top
  
  

NeilO 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 01 Mar 2006 
Posts: 360 
Location: Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:54 pm    Post subject:  

thanks for the reply , Niki... 

_________________ 

Thanks, Neil  
 
If its true and we learn from our mistakes... I must be a genius.

Back to top
 
  

TonyW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Jan 2007 
Posts: 383 
Location: Cheshire 

Posted: Mon Sep 03, 2007 8:59 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki for the info on how to build a better knob!!  

What a great idea loved the step by step pics  
 
Cheers   

Tony 

_________________ 

Live Long and Prosper

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Sep 04, 2007 6:11 am    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Tony  
 
There is something strange on your Avatar...you are knocking the nails in and they are popping out again...   
 
Regards  

niki
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Tue Sep 04, 2007 6:12 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
Thank you again.  
 
Cheers,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows

Back to top
 
  

Tony 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 16 Jan 2004 
Posts: 5545 
Location: Cutting dovetails 
somewhere in the midlands 

Posted: Tue Sep 04, 2007 7:33 am    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki 

_________________ 

Cheers  

Tony  
 
The things I make may be for others, but how I make them is for me." — Tony Konovaloff  

.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Tue Sep 04, 2007 9:40 am    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Neil and Tony  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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TonyW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Jan 2007 
Posts: 383 
Location: Cheshire 

Posted: Tue Sep 04, 2007 6:51 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

 
 
There is something strange on your Avatar...you are knocking the nails in and they are popping out again...

 
I am trying hard not to use nails any more - they always seem to do that for me   

That's interesting - my avatar animation stopped some time ago - thought that the site may have been modified 

to appease those that find animations annoying.  
 
Cheers   

Tony 

_________________ 

Live Long and Prosper

Back to top
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Drill Press - holding wheels (knobs) and small parts 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 2:54 pm    Post subject: Drill Press - holding wheels (knobs) and small parts  

Good day  
 
When I had to drill wheels (knobs) and small parts, I used hold-down clamps and other combinations that 

where "big" on the small wheels...but, no more...  
 
The idea came from other shop-aid that I made for cutting small pieces on the table saw...so, why not on the 

Drill-Press (I think that you call it different in UK).  
 
So now, the DP table is clean from all the clamps and hold-downs and here it is...  
 
BTW, How you pronounce one L and double LL....sorry for the speling mistakes on the pictures...   
 
Best Regards  

niki  
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 3:11 pm    Post subject:  

Excellent, Niki   
 
Cheers   
 
Paul

Back to top
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gidon 
Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 19 Mar 2003 
Posts: 1670 
Location: West Dartmoor, 
Devon, UK 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 4:25 pm    Post subject:  

Very clever - nice one Niki!  

Cheers  

Gidon

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 4:44 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Paul and Gidon  
 
Paul  

"Good" is ok for me...I've never been "Excellent" at school...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

NeilO 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 01 Mar 2006 
Posts: 360 
Location: Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 6:07 pm    Post subject:  

Another good one Niki,  
 
Maybe you SHOULD write a book,your Jigs always seem easier to put together, and use basic workshop bits 

and pieces......  
 
all hail our resident Jig Meister,Niki....  

_________________ 

Thanks, Neil  
 
If its true and we learn from our mistakes... I must be a genius.

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 6:40 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Neil  
 
Book???....only when I get old and not be able to go to the garage...   
 
Of course my jigs looks easier and made of basic materials....come to Poland and see what we have here...

nothing (and that's a lot), I cannot find even a T-track...  
 
We have here only the machines but there is no kind of, woodworking supplies like you have in UK.  

The woodworking hobby is still not so popular here and, if no demand...no offer...  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Wed Sep 05, 2007 8:15 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

...I've never been "Excellent" at school...

 
 
Well Niki you might not have been excellent at school but you are here.  
 
I think everyone looks forward to your excellent posts and this one is no exception, simple but very positive 

holding for small pieces.  
 
Well done  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Sep 06, 2007 6:19 am    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Brian  
 
Actually, I was not even "good" at school...you can see my spelling mistakes   

When I type the text on the pictures, I don't have my "friend"...the spelling checker   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

keithhickson 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 01 Aug 2007 
Posts: 92 
Location: Hertforshire 

Posted: Thu Sep 06, 2007 6:33 am    Post subject:  

The pictures of the jigs you make are excellent brilliant even,  I know I'm speaking as a novice  but some of 

the other popular jig designs are so complicated, and require so many different things to make them that I 

don't even try. Yours however are made of basic materials that we can obtain cheaply, if we don't already have 

them. Don't worry about your spelling I'd imagine your English is 100 times better than most of us know Polish  

_________________ 

Wannabe trainee splinter maker

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Sep 06, 2007 7:17 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Keithhickson  
 
My Polish is also very bad...   
 
As I replied before, the resources here are very poor and as they say in the Israeli army "That's what you have 

and with this, you have to win"...  
 
Oh, and even with my 13 years in the hobby, I still find some of the popular jigs too complicated for me...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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Fence stops (yes yes, easy, fast and cheap) 
 
  

      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 3:10 pm    Post subject: Fence stops (yes yes, easy, fast and cheap)  

Good day  
 
I have seen many kinds of stops for the table saw sled fence and the drill press fence but...  

I could not find any T-Track here, so I had to make something different...  
 
The stops that I made have some "plus" on the T-Track ones - you can remove them out of the way very easy 

while the T-Track ones, you have to be dragged all the way out unless, it's on hinge but, I don't like hinges 

because the always have some play.  
 
I used M6 bolt and drilled 5 mm hole and then just scewed the bolt in to make it's own thread...a drop of supper 

glue and it's welded there forever.  
 
Oki-Doki...to the pictures...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Roy Clarke 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 08 Feb 2007 
Posts: 104 
 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 4:31 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks Niki, another great idea, with the details sorted.  
 
But 44 views and no replies? I don't BELIEVE it. 
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Good Surname or 
what ? 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 11 Mar 2005 
Posts: 287 
Location: Reading, Berks 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 5:16 pm    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
You should team-up with Steve Maskery and produce TV shows!  
 
Amazing stuff.  
 
Phil 

_________________ 

Phil Carpenter  

______________________________________  

Obviously NOT too new to gloat.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 5:57 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much  
 
Roy  

The number of "Replies" is not so important for me...sometimes, there is nothing to reply to except some WOW 

or WAW...   
 
What is more important for me is the number of "Views"...if this number is high..."I made my money"...  
 
Phil  

I heard about him but never saw his show.  
 
Ok, I will but, only in a condition that he is working with the blade guard (crown guard) and Riving Knife installed 

and not "Removed for clarity"...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 6:30 pm    Post subject:  

Another great idea, Niki.  
 
Cheers   
 
Paul

Back to top
  
  

Roy Clarke 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 08 Feb 2007 
Posts: 104 
 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 6:44 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

 
Phil  
I heard about him but never saw his show.  
 
Ok, I will but, only in a condition that he is working with the blade guard (crown guard) and Riving Knife installed and 
not "Removed for clarity"...   
 

 
 
I could have misjudged him, but I don't think Steve would run a machine without guards for demonstration 

or otherwise. (Except in private) So you're ok there.

Back to top
 
  

ByronBlack 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 04 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2722 
 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 7:44 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, thanks for posting this. I've always read your posts but so far have not found a need for your Jigs until now 

- this will be very useful to me. Thank you!
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brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 7:51 pm    Post subject:  

As usual Niki, very useful little jigs that anyone can easily make,  
 
Thanks for the post  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 8:31 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your kind replies  
 
Makes me feel good that it can help you too, mates  
 
Actuallu, I made it long time ago and you could see it in my posts (on the table saw sleds) but, when I "upgraded" 

it also for the drill press, I felt that I must share it with you...  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

NeilO 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 01 Mar 2006 
Posts: 360 
Location: Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 8:41 pm    Post subject:  

I take it most of the jigs and things we take for granted are a little hard to find in your part of the world, Niki?  
 
they say necessity is the mother of invention, and boy! do you invent Niki  
 
another well documented and illustrated thread... 

_________________ 

Thanks, Neil  
 
If its true and we learn from our mistakes... I must be a genius.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 07, 2007 9:12 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Neil  
 
You are almost correct, it's not "a little hard to find", they are just NON.... so yes, necessity....  
 
Regards  

niki
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 14, 2007 7:40 pm    Post subject: Circular Saw Guide  

Good day  
 
I did not want to put this post and pictures into the "EZ - Festool guides" post that is long enough.  
 
If you are an amateur and cutting only a few plates per year you can use this method...  
 
To see my first Guide and the method I use to position the guide, please look here  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=10588&highlight=  
 
To see how I made the "Off-set plates" for the Circular saw guide, please look here  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=12382&highlight=  
 
To see how I made the router "Off-set plate" and how I use it, please look here  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=13157&highlight=  
 
I use two workmates as a table with pieces of same thickness scraps to hold the Off-cut part.  
 
The Straight edge is the one that the "Wall-to-Wall carpet" guys are using...I found it very straight and bought 

the 2.5m that cost me here around 12 Pounds, they have also different lengths (from 1m to 4m).  
 
Regards  

niki  
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TonyW 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 10 Jan 2007 
Posts: 383 
Location: Cheshire 

Posted: Fri Sep 14, 2007 8:37 pm    Post subject:  

Thanks for posting these guides Niki- very useful. I really do like the step by step pictures you post  
 
Cheers   

Tony 

_________________ 

Live Long and Prosper

Back to top
 
  

MooreToolsPlease 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 17 Sep 2006 
Posts: 250 
 

Posted: Fri Sep 14, 2007 8:51 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, as always another great idea!  

How long does it take to setup and make a cut? 

_________________ 

Cheers,  

Matt

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Fri Sep 14, 2007 9:18 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much Tony and Matt  
 
Matt  

The initial set-up takes the time to open the workmates, look for some scraps to put under the plate clamps etc....

I would say some 3~5 minutes till the first cut is done.  
 
The second cut and on, will take the time to position the plate... the measuring and sticking the knives, is very 

short, I would say, seconds (it's just to put the pre-set ruler and stick the knife).  
 
I can not be sure, because of all the "Photo session" but I think that one cut every 1~2 minutes.  

Maybe tomorrow, I'll try to time it and I'll have more accurate answer.  
 
One thing is sure; you can get very accurate cuts and repeated cuts because of the "Knives" method.  
 
Regards  

niki
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 7:26 am    Post subject:  

Hi Matt  
 
So, I went to the garage, took the car out, and went through all the procedure like in the pics but without the 

actual cutting of the board.  
 
The preparations, (opening and positioning the workmates, putting the scraps on the workmates, putting the 

plate and clamping it to the workmates, measuring and sticking the knives, clamping the straight edge to the 

board, getting the saw ready and connecting the electric and the shop-vac) took me 6 minutes till I could make 

the first cut.  
 
The preparations for the 2nd cut took less than 2 minutes.  
 
Well, not bad for an old amateur...   
 
Regards  

niki
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Sep 12, 2007 5:53 pm    Post subject: Shop-vac "filter"...always clean...  

Good day  
 
This post is related to my both shop-vacs that you can see here  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=10520&highlight=  

http://www.ukworkshop.co.uk/forums/viewtopic.php?t=10681&highlight=  
 
It's not that I think that somebody made (or intends to make) one of them but maybe, it will give you some idea 

to make something like that on your shop-vac or DC system.  
 
On the example I vacuumed some 20~30 liters of dust in one "shot" and you can see the results.  
 
The small modification was so good that I made it also the other shop-vac and now, I don't have to take out 

and clean the "Filter" for very long time (till the barrel is almost full).  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Ring 
Woodworker  

 
Joined: 18 Oct 2005 
Posts: 58 
Location: Scotland 

Posted: Wed Sep 12, 2007 6:12 pm    Post subject:  

great idea again   
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Bean 
Master Furnituremaker 
 
 
Joined: 12 Jan 2004 
Posts: 1462 
Location: scouting about 

Posted: Wed Sep 12, 2007 6:18 pm    Post subject:  

Thats the way to go Nikki, its quite comman for the larger industrial extractors to vibrate the filters at the end of 

a production run. 

_________________ 

Bean  
 
Whoooppsssss

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Wed Sep 12, 2007 6:37 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you  
 
Bean  

I did not know that they are "Vibrating" the filters but.....it gives me some idea....ok, I have to run...I have to 

check if it legal to sell it here in Poland...     
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

George_N 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 13 May 2005 
Posts: 750 
Location: Roslin 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 9:01 am    Post subject:  

Absolute genius, as usual Niki! Keep posting your great ideas. 

_________________ 

cheers  
 
George

Back to top
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Newbie_Neil 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 27 Jul 2003 
Posts: 5549 
Location: Nottingham, 
England 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 9:34 am    Post subject:  

Hi Niki  
 
That is excellent. Well done.  
 
Cheers,  

Neil 

_________________ 

Tool Store Heaven and Woodworking Shows
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OllyK 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 10 Jul 2006 
Posts: 169 
Location: Derbyshire 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 1:06 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
Do you actually make anything in your workshop other than ingenious jigs and devices? 

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 5:40 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much for your kind compliments  
 
OllyK  

This year, I was "volunteered" for the house and garden work.  

I made the tiles on the balcony and entry stairs, two "wardrobe rooms" (plaster walls), cut the wall and 

installed window and made some garden furniture and planters...not much of a "fine woodworking".  
 
In between, I found the time to improve some tools and make some jigs that were in my head for long time...  
 
Maybe next year I'll have the chance to use all the jigs more "intensively"...  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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David C 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 05 Jun 2005 
Posts: 744 
Location: north devon 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 6:04 pm    Post subject:  

Brilliant,  
 
David

Back to top
  
  

ByronBlack 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 04 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2722 
 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 6:50 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
You really ought to collate all your jigs and workshop improvements into a comprehensive .PDF or E-book and sell 

it, it would be a very valuable source of information for many woodworkers.

Back to top
 
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 7:22 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much David C  
 
This one word from you, is like 1000 words for me.  
 
When I was in Japan, at the beginning of my WW hobby, I was getting the "Furniture & Cabinet making" magazine.  
 
I learnt so much from your excellent articles...here is one of them, that because of it, my coffee table top is still flat...  
 
Thank you so much Sir  

niki  
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Sep 13, 2007 7:31 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much ByronBlack  
 
I'll tell you the truth, I even don't know how to make all those "Hi-Tec" things...  
 
As you can see, I'm very much "Lo-Tec" guy but as long as I post them all around the globe (but first in 

the UKWorkshop), it's actually like a PDF file...  
 
Thanks again  

niki

Back to top
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OPJ 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 31 Jul 2005 
Posts: 507 
Location: North Somerset, 
Bristol, England 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 12:43 pm    Post subject:  

This really is a brilliant idea. I suffer from the same problems with my extractor - the only part I'm not 

comfortable with is having to drill a small hole in side of the drum for the hammer.   
 

 

_________________ 

Save the Chairmaker, save the world!  
 
Olly.

Back to top     

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 1:04 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Olly  
 
If you will have a look at the picture with the text "Pushed R2D2 into the barrel", above the red sign in Japanese, 

you will see a square patch of Aluminum Foil. That was the original hose connection point (adapter) that I 

totally removed from the bucket and patched it from both sides with aluminum foil.  
 
No problems at all with this 60mm dia hole.  
 
You can always cover the hole with aluminum foil without any effect on the vac.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

OPJ 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 31 Jul 2005 
Posts: 507 
Location: North Somerset, 
Bristol, England 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 1:15 pm    Post subject:  

Ah, I see it now! Thank you, Niki. That does make more sense than to have a length of timber sticking 

out permanently which could catch you as you walk past.   

_________________ 

Save the Chairmaker, save the world!  
 
Olly.

Back to top     
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Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 3:32 pm    Post subject: Thin boards glue-up  

Good day  
 
Disclaimer  

This idea is not mine, I saw it in a book and just modified it a little bit  
 
Claimer  

I swear that I took the pictures myself   
 
The idea might be good for all the "Boxers" here  
 
This idea will work with thin boards up to 10mm.  

First I experimented with 8mm MDF and then, with 4mm solid wood.  
 
I have some idea how to employ the method for thicker than 10mm but first it has to go through a "test flight"...  
 
Regards  

niki  
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 4:18 pm    Post subject:  

Excellent, Niki   
 
And when your wife has finished cutting her lawn, will she come around and do mine, please   
 
Cheers   
 
Paul

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 6:14 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Paul  
 
She would...if you just pay the flight ticket ...and the changes that she will advise you to make will cost 

you fortune...believe me, I know...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

brianhabby 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Sep 2006 
Posts: 222 
Location: Colwyn Bay, North 
Wales 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 6:35 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one Niki, as usual  
 
regards  
 
Brian 

_________________ 

To err is human, but to really foul things up – you need a computer…

Back to top
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Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Sat Sep 15, 2007 6:48 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

 
She would...if you just pay the flight ticket ...and the changes that she will advise you to make will cost you fortune...
believe me, I know...   
 

 
 
OK Niki, forget I mentioned it   
 
Cheers   
 
Paul

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Sep 16, 2007 4:46 pm    Post subject: Rutlands  

Good day  
 
On other post about T&G router bits, Jim (Ring) attached a link to Rutlands.  

http://www.rutlands.co.uk/cgi-bin/psProdDet.cgi/TR247  
 
I clicked on it just to see what it's all about but, rolling down the page I've seen...yes, the Gripper...nicely 

disguised as a "Router table push block" so even SHE cannot say that it's against the regulations...nice trick...

nothing to do with the Table saw   
 
The Gripper is also nicely priced at 50 Pounds ($100) while Rockler is selling it for 20 Pounds ($39.99)  

http://www.rockler.com/ecom7/product_details.cfm?offerings_id=10477&cookietest=1  

Or the "Advanced" for $69.99 (35 Pounds)  

http://www.woodcraft.com/family.aspx?FamilyID=4393  
 
 
But the shock came when I noticed this small push block  

http://www.rutlands.co.uk/cgi-bin/psProdDet.cgi/DKBP6  
 
8 Pounds?????  

I bought it here a few months ago on sale for 4 Zloty....6 Zloty= 1 British Pound...that means, 0.75 Pound and 

that includes a VAT of 22%.  

Today, I went to the same shop and saw them for 8 Zloty (1.25 Pounds) but, still.....we are just across 

the "Channel", not the "Pond"...  
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Some pictures from the past...isn't it the same one???  
 
Regards  

niki  
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OPJ 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 31 Jul 2005 
Posts: 507 
Location: North Somerset, 
Bristol, England 

Posted: Sun Sep 16, 2007 5:20 pm    Post subject:  

Another simple yet brilliant idea Niki, thank you!  
 
I think Axminster do slightly cheaper versions of these for anyone who's interested? 

_________________ 

Save the Chairmaker, save the world!  
 
Olly.

Back to top     
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inventor 
Woodworker 
 
 
Joined: 26 Apr 2007 
Posts: 87 
 

Posted: Sun Sep 16, 2007 6:43 pm    Post subject:  

Yes, here's the axminster product:  

http://www.axminster.co.uk/sessionID/IUP/product-Axminster-Working-Pads-20301.htm  

£9.99 but even I struggle to find the enthusiasm to construct push blocks when I can buy then for £3 each.

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> Projects, workshop tours and past mistakes

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Sep 30, 2007 6:35 am    Post subject: Folding adjustable height table  

Good day  
 
I made this table for different purpose but, I will not tell you which one because you will laugh on me.....   
 
But, while working on it in the garage, I thought that I can use it also as an adjustable height table for the Drill 

press, table saw, router table and alike to support long boards so, I made a few modifications...  
 
The base is two frames, M&T (made with the "rolling tenon jig" on the table saw), connected with bolts as an X...

the top can be any plywood, melamine or whatever.  
 
I did not have intention to post it but then I thought, maybe it will give somebody some ideas so, here it is.  
 
Regards  

niki  
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WiZeR 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 03 Mar 2005 
Posts: 2377 
Location: NW Kent 

Posted: Sun Sep 30, 2007 6:44 am    Post subject:  

Wow niki I like this idea a lot. Being unimpressed with the Triton Multistand, I did wonder about an adjustable 

work table. If I ever get time, this is high on the list  
 
Thanks!  

_________________ 

==================================================================  

The man with the questions but not the answers  
 
(If you are reading an old post by me and the pictures are missing, this was due to a hosting problem. The 

pictures will be back soon. PM me if I have forgotten something.)

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Sep 30, 2007 5:00 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you WiZeR  
 
If I would do it again, I would use a little bit more "massive" wood, say 2 x 4" and, a wider footprint so, I could use 

it also as a low assembly table.  
 
niki

Back to top
 
  

MooreToolsPlease 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 17 Sep 2006 
Posts: 250 
 

Posted: Sun Sep 30, 2007 10:13 pm    Post subject:  

do you have any ideas for making the front and back legs adjustable independently?  

Just so that it will stay straight with the meeting table, and not be high or low on the furthest end 

_________________ 

Cheers,  

Matt

Back to top
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 7:24 am    Post subject:  

Hi Matt  
 
No, I did not think about that.  
 
Both frames are at the same length, as you can see on the first picture so, the top will stay level at any 

opening height....it the floor is level...  
 
Regards  

niki  
 

  
 
 

Back to top
 
  

Paul Chapman 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 26 Jan 2006 
Posts: 3651 
Location: Bookham, Surrey 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 7:31 am    Post subject:  

That's excellent, Niki  I might pinch that idea   
 
Cheers   
 
Paul

Back to top
  
  

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 9:26 am    Post subject:  

Thank you Paul  
 
For heavy duty usage like, assembly table, I would make it from more "massive" wood, say 2 x 4" and use the 

pipe clamp to adjust the height.  
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
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Waka 
Master Cabinetmaker  

 
Joined: 08 Mar 2004 
Posts: 2396 
Location: Weymouth 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 12:33 pm    Post subject:  

Niki  
 
I like that a lot, so functional. Where do you get all these brillient ideas from? 

_________________ 

Waka  
 
The woodkateer who's retired.

Back to top
  
  

Philly 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 24 Nov 2003 
Posts: 5236 
Location: Dorset, England. 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 12:47 pm    Post subject:  

Nice one, Niki. I'll store that one away,  

Philly  

_________________ 

Don't forget my Blog!

Back to top
   
  

George_N 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 13 May 2005 
Posts: 750 
Location: Roslin 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 3:22 pm    Post subject:  

Ingenius, as usual Niki, are you a bridge player by any chance?  
 
WiZeR, I have a couple of Triton Multistands and I find them very useful for all sorts of things, like supporting my 8' 

x 4' grid for cutting sheet material (the whole grid tilts to enable easy loading). What don't you like about them? 

_________________ 

cheers  
 
George

Back to top
 
  

kevin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 23 Jan 2006 
Posts: 631 
Location: sunderland 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 4:35 pm    Post subject:  

Another winner Niki, keep them coming.  

_________________ 

People forget how fast you did a job - but they remember how well you did it.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 5:50 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you so much, makes me feel good that you can use it.  
 
Waka  

You want to know where from I get the ideas...I'll tell you....I don't know  

When I'm cleaning (yes, I do part of the cleaning  ) the bathroom, toilet cabinets tops and shelves, I have 

to remove all the "art collections" and put them on the floor or another furniture...  
 
So instead of bending or moving around too much, I made myself this table but then, it came to me that I can use 

it also as an adjustable height table for the machines just by adding this bar with the dowels and the screw.  
 
George  

I did play Bridge some 35 years ago...and yes, I was bad...   
 
Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

kevin 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 23 Jan 2006 
Posts: 631 
Location: sunderland 

Posted: Mon Oct 01, 2007 9:17 pm    Post subject:  

Cleaning gets you plenty brownie points Niki, which means you have  

an ace card to play when you need something else for the workshop.  

_________________ 

People forget how fast you did a job - but they remember how well you did it.
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 4:50 pm    Post subject: Cutting 2 mm strips on table saw  

Good day  
 
The title is "2 mm" but it can be any thickness of strips....even less...  
 
So...the sled is an 18mm Melamine board 900mm long and 200mm wide but, you choose yours.  
 
I drilled 10mm "Vacuum holes" but first I drilled 6mm as a pilot hole (easier to control the drill) and than went 

with the 10mm drill bit to the end of the drill length  
 
I drilled the holes at 100mm intervals but I think that the more holes, the better (say, every 60~70mm) 

even though, I did not have any problems with the vacuum pressure.  
 
I drilled 20mm hole dia at the "end of the drill line"  
 
The "Box" can be made of anything...I made it from pieces of chip-board and Melamine (that's what I found in 

the attic)  
 
The Shop-vac is my converted "Electrolux" that I used on "Minimum" power.  
 
I strongly recommend to use a "Feather board" to hold the work and sled firmly to the fence before entering 

the blade...especially on long boards  
 
Regards  

niki  
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ByronBlack 
Master Cabinetmaker 
 
 
Joined: 04 Sep 2005 
Posts: 2722 
 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 5:09 pm    Post subject:  

That is really fantastic! Niki, your jigs just get better and better 
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Philly 
Moderator  

 
Joined: 24 Nov 2003 
Posts: 5236 
Location: Dorset, England. 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 5:17 pm    Post subject:  

Wow! Looks like it works really well - might have to make one myself.  

Thanks for sharing,  

Philly  

_________________ 

Don't forget my Blog!

Back to top
   
  

OPJ 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 31 Jul 2005 
Posts: 507 
Location: North Somerset, 
Bristol, England 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 6:13 pm    Post subject:  

Incredible idea!  

_________________ 

Save the Chairmaker, save the world!  
 
Olly.

Back to top     

Shadowfax 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 01 Nov 2003 
Posts: 454 
Location: East Sussex 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 11:10 pm    Post subject:  

Now I do like that! An excellent idea, Niki.  

I might just have to make one of those.  

Thank you.  
 
SF

Back to top
 
  

NickWelford 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 06 Sep 2006 
Posts: 252 
Location: South Lincolnshire. 
UK 

Posted: Sun Nov 11, 2007 8:16 am    Post subject:  

I do like your ingenuity, Niki! 

_________________ 

Nick  
 
>> Inside every older person is a younger person wondering, "WTF happened?" <<
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DMD 
Forum Newbie 
 
 
Joined: 20 Oct 2007 
Posts: 8 
Location: Attleborough, 
Norfolk, UK 

Posted: Sun Nov 11, 2007 11:22 am    Post subject: Cutting veneers on a bandsaw  

Very impressive engineering but i use a M and F blade, only .025" thick, on a bandsaw, less wastage and good 

for butterfly setups 

_________________ 

Gallery of eco design, mail order, commissions welcome

Back to top
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      UKworkshop.co.uk Forum Index -> General Woodworking

View previous topic :: View next topic  

Author Message

Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Thu Nov 08, 2007 6:05 pm    Post subject: Hold-down clamps - simple, fast and cheap...  

Good day  
 
I'm not sure that you will find much interest but for the "maybe", I'm posting it.  
 
I was looking for something easy and fast that I can move quickly from one table or jig to another...  
 
All the "clamp" is actually a piece of scrape that I just drill a hole for the "bolt".  

You can make it at any length, width and thickness...just stick two pieces of sanding paper (with white glue) and 

you are done.  
 
Too much talking, isn't it...   
 
Regards  

niki  
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 1:52 pm    Post subject:  

Niki,  
 
Hi, I've been away for a few weeks, so it's nice to see you're still comming up with ideas   
 
As you say there are many ways to do the clamping but this has to be about the cheapest I've seen.  
 
On my trip I did buy one of those 'vice wrench' type clamps for use with various jigs or on a drill table but to 

be honest I could have made about a hundred of yours for what I paid   
 
Hope you are well, look forward to seeing more 'ideas' from you 

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 4:47 pm    Post subject:  

Thank you Losos  
 
If you bought tools on your trip, it means, that you had a good trip around the EU.  
 
We are ok here and, I believe like you guys there, preparing ourselves for the "white" winter.  
 
Best Regards  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Fecn 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 29 Aug 2006 
Posts: 534 
Location: Wilds of Surrey 

Posted: Sat Nov 10, 2007 11:11 pm    Post subject:  

Niki, I've been planning on some clamps very similar to that for my CNC machine - Have you thought about 

replacing the hole through the clamp with a slot which would allow you to adjust the clamp back and forth. 

_________________ 

Neither wind, nor rain, nor dark of night... shall keep me from my shed tonight.
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Niki 
Furniture Maker 
 
 
Joined: 18 May 2006 
Posts: 515 
Location: Poland 

Posted: Sun Nov 11, 2007 8:10 am    Post subject:  

Fecn  

No, I did not but, I think that it's great idea and I'm going to make it tomorrow  
 
Thanks  

niki

Back to top
 
  

Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Nov 11, 2007 5:08 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

 
We are ok here and, I believe like you guys there, preparing ourselves for the "white" winter.  

 
 
Yes, it came today  Started this morning and hasn't stopped yet up to about 20cms. so far (About 8 inches 

for those still using Imperial rulers  )  
 
And we had a power cut today, surprisingly these are quite rare but there has been a few recently so I'm 

considering a little standbye generator  

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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Losos 
Furniture Maker  

 
Joined: 24 Aug 2004 
Posts: 846 
Location: In a time warp 
somewhere in Europe 

Posted: Sun Nov 11, 2007 5:14 pm    Post subject:  

Niki wrote:

 
If you bought tools on your trip, it means, that you had a good trip around the EU.  

 
 
Oh yes, I never come home without something, and I've even found the perfect way to get them past SWIMBO 

(I put them in a big box and use a road freight company) by the time it arrives she's lost interest or is too 

occupied with the stuff I gave her, which of course I put in my suitcase so she can grab it as soon I'm home 
   

_________________ 

Beauty without Vanity, Strength without Insolence, Courage without Ferocity, and all the virtues of man without 

his vices...................part of the tribute written by Lord Byron to his beloved Newfoundland dog Boatswain.
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